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TRAIN

JOBBERS

Shaffer was fatally scalded and died of
his injuries, and Engineer B. C. Squires
was fatally injured.

Injured In a Football Game.
Washington,
Nov. 19. Advices reAttempt to Hold Up Colorado & ceived at
the navy department today
state that Midshipman Aiken, of the
Southern Railroad.
Naval academy, who was injured in a
football game some days ago. Is very
low and it Is feared the football game
ONE OF THE DESPERADOES
SHOT at Philadelphia on the 29th instant,
between the naval and military academies will be called oft.

I

Jhrillirig Safe Robbery In.aSwel'
Pennsylvania
REAT WESTERN

Town.

MEAT TRAIN WRECKED

Trinidad. Colo., Nov. 19. The
robbers, who held up the Colo- rado & Southern train near here
last night have escaped, without exception. The posse who
went out from Trinidad at 1
o'clock this morning found the
robber, who was shot by Messenger Shrleber, lying near the
track at the scene of the holdup. He was brought to Trinidad
and died at 4 o'clock this morning. At the time of the hold up
his companions were heard to
call him "Toby," and he called
one of his companions "Percy."
The dead man has not been
identified. The posse returned
without any clue to the hold- upg. It is believed they were
green at their business. Ranchmen and cowboys are scouring
the surrounding country in the
hopes of overhauling the gang.

Application Denied.
Washington, Nov. 19. Justice Brewer, of the United States supreme court,
today denied application for appeal
from the decision of Judge Caldwell
for the appointment of a master In
chancery to supervise the coming election In the Colorado Fuel & Iron company on the ground that the appeal
had not been taken within thirty days
allowed by the statutes.
Colorado Election Frauds.
Denver, Nov. 19. District Attorney
Lindsley has presented the matter of
calling a grand jury to Judge Carpenter of the criminal division of the district court, in the mater of frauds in
the late election. It Is now for the
Judge to say whether or not the grand
jury Bhall he called. A grand jury committee of republicans and others will
meet this afternoon to hear what action the district attorney has taken. It
is supposed he will simply report that
the matter is now in the hands of
Judge Carpenter.
STRUCK

Particulars of Hold-bp- .
Colo.,
Trinidad,
Nov. 19. Four
masked robbers held up passenger
train No. 7 on the Colorado & Southern road, twelve miles south of this
city last night. One of the robbers was
ehot by Express Messenger H. M.
Schreiber, of Fort Worthy Texas. .
The robbers flagged the train and as
It slowed up they ran along side the
engine and covered the. engineer with
their revolvers. They then compelled
the engineer, John Fullfrlt, to alight,
and after placing a sack filled with
dynamite under the baggage car and
attaching a fuse to the explosive, they
ordered Guilfrlt to ignite the fuse.
This he attempted to do several times
but for some reason the fuse would not
burn. During the proceeding the robbers kept up a fusilade of shots in the
direction of the train for the purpose
of intimidating the passengers. While
they were preparing to rearrange the
dynamite and fuse. Messenger Schreiber, after extinguishing the lights in
his car, quietly opened a side door in
the car far enough to admit a gun barrel, and fired at the nearest robber.
The latter fell in his tracks and his
companions picked him up and quickly
disappeared in the woods near by.
One of the passengers, the sheriff of
Las Animas county. Immediately organized a posse and Is now in pursuit
of the hold ups.

and Terminal
Prompters Only Want
Facilities From the People.
Right-of-Wa- y

Further Particulars.

Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 19. In the
hold up last night all the passengers
were lined up by the robbers but not
molested. One robber placed dynamite
under the express car and lighted the
fuse. The fuse refused to burn, being
damp, and the robbers seemed to become panic stricken and took to their
horses. W. H. Schreiber, express messenger, fired at the retreating robbers
with a shot gun and brought one to the
ground. He was helped out by bis
companions, but it was learned today,
cuickly abandoned.
Have Been Captured.
Denver, Nov. 19. A telephone message from Trinidad says the other four
members of the gang, which held up
the Colorado & Southern train near
Trinidad last night, have been captured. No particulars.

POSTCFFICE SAFE DYNAMITED
Robber Force Citizens to Open a Way
and They All Escaped.
Edinhoro, Pa.. Nov. 19. Five masked robbers dynamited the safe in the
postofflce early today and carried away
$300 in postage stamps and $20 in cash.
The explosions aroused the citizens
who surrounded the bu'.lding, but they
were forced to open a way for escape
at the point of ten revolvers in the
hands of the burglars. A number of
shots were fired and George C. Goodall,
a citizen, was wounded in the arm.
The thieves escaped.
Wreck on Great Western.
Des Moines, Iowa, Nov. 19. A north
lound Great Western meat train crash-

ed Into the rear of local passenger
train No. 4 which was standing at the

depot here early today. Two coaches
were demolished and two freight en- k gines were wrecked, but cone of the
passengers were Injured. Fireman

The court tried the case of John A. Queen Helena's
Lee vs. Weir & Bliss, su't for recovery
of $300 on account of lumber furnishHave Been a Boy.
ed. The defendants pleaded an offset,
being a discount of 10 per cent on all
lumber furnished, which they claimed
would exceed amount of plaintiff's bill. COL. HOPKINS KILLED BY A CAR
The court after hearing the evidence
held no offset established and render
ed Judgment for pMaintiff.
Kentucky Mobs Have Lltnly Cbass
In the case of the estate of Rafael
Armljo vs. Ben Meyers, an appeal from
After Two Murderers.
the probate court, the court found on
as
the evidence that the defendant,
administrator, should account to the PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AT MEMPHIS
complaining heirs for the sum of
proceeds of estate In administrator's hands.
Rome, Nov. 19 Queen Helena
The case of C. A. Grande vs. Gustav
was accouched of a daughter
Voekel, was dismissed by the plainthis morning. The mother and
tiffs.
child are announced to be doing
The case of E. L. Lock hart vs. Jacob
well. The new princess will be
Schick waa continued until December
named Mafaloa.
18.
The child born to the king and
Yesterday one case was disposed of
queen of Italy this morning la
by Judge Baker, in chambers,.
Mrs.
the second daughter, the first
M. E. Kennedy made application to be
princess, Yolande Marguerlta,
reinstated as guardian of the minor
having been born at Rome, on
children of Charles H. Harding, of
June 1, 1901.
Gallup. After hearing the evidence
The birth of another princess
the court refused to grant the applicaInstead of an heir to the throne
tion and reappointed Mrs. W. H.
Is a great political disappoint
of Gallup.
ment.
United States Ambassador
S. W. Young and John Carpenter
Meyer was the first outsider to
returned to Bland this morning after
personally congratulate the king.
attending court here several days.
The sovereign waa In excellent
spirits. He declared be waa sat- OFFICIAL MATTERS.
isfled with another daughter and
said the queen and child were
i doing well.
$2,-10-

WORK TO COMMENCE IN SIXTY DAYS OR SOONER
Fairest Propositions, Which Should Command Prompt Action,

One of the

Ever Made by a Syndicate of Capitalists.

...

W.

PRESIDENT

H.

ANDREWS

WRITES

OFFICIAL

AN

LETTER

i

ALBUaUERQUE, N. M., NOV. 6, 1902.
HON. C. F. MYERS, MAYOR OF THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO:
DEAR SIR: REFERRING TO THE RECENT CONFERENCE HAD WITH YOURSELF, MR. STRICKLER AND MR. BROOKS, RELATIVE TO THE ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN RAILWAY COMING TO YOUR
CITY, I HAVE TO SAY, THAT ALL OF THE ARGUMENTS MADE BY YOU, AND THE OTHER GENTLEMEN, HAVE BEEN FULLY CONSIDERED AND AM NOW PREPARED TO PROPOSE AND DO PROPOSE
THAT IF THE CITIZENS OF YOUR CITY WILL PROVIDE US WITH THE RIGHT OF WAY OF FREE
INTO THE CITY AFTER WE STRIKE THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY PROPER AND WITH THE
TERMINAL FACILITIES WE SHALL NEED, WITH PROPER TITLE, FREE AND CLEAR OF ANY EXPENSE TO US, THE SAID LOCATIONS FOR TERMINALS TO BE SATISFACTORY TO US, WE WILL
AGREE TO BUILD THE ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN ROAD, OF STANDARD GAUGE FROM MORIARITY
ON THE SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY, OR AT SOME OTHER POINT ON THE SAID RAILWAY,
STRIKES AND UNAVOIDABLE ACCIDENTS EXCEPTED, ANQ TO. COMPLETE THE 8AME INTO YOUR
AND TO COMMENCE GR; OINQ THEREOF WITHIH SIXTY DAYS FROM
CITY BY DECEMBER
MUNIMENTS
OF TITLE TO THB'TERMINAL GROUND WANTED ARE PLACED IN
PROPER
TIME
THE
THE BANK OF COMMERCE, SUBJECT TO THE INSPECTION, AND APPROVAL OF OUR ATTORNEY,
AND SUITABLE GUARANTEE IS MADE TO PROTECT US AGAINST ANY OUTLAY FOR RIGHT OF

HERBERT BROOKS TO INVESTIGATE.

A few days ago The Citizen publish-

'

11,-190-

WAY AFORE8AID.

TRUSTING THAT THIS WILL MEET5 WITH THE APPROVAL OF YOUR COMMUNITY AND WITH
PROMPT ATTENTION, I REMAIN, WITH MUCH RESPECT,
ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN RAILWAY.
By W. H. ANDREWS, PRESIDENT. -

UP TO

No

THE

PEOPLE.

Time Should be Lost to Secure
Right-of-Wa-

y

and Terminals.

R.

Charles Gates Ward and Mist Mary
Willie Turner to Marry.
Charles Gates Ward and Miss Mary
Willie Turner, both of this city, will
be married this afternoon at S o'clock
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. In
nes, 5351 Bennon avenue, St. Louis
Mo. The wedding will be a quiet af
fair, only the relatives and a few
friends of the young couple being pres.
tnt. i)r. Frank G. Tyrell, of Kansas
i lty, will officiate. Miss Bernice Pike
of Kansas City, will be maid of honor
and Dr. George G. Kunz. of St.
well known in Albuquerque, will be
best man.
The brido. who. for several weeks
has been the guest of Mrs. Enn.ls, her
aunt, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Turner, of 721 South Third
street. She is very well known In Albuquerque, where she has made her
home for the past tour years. As a
student in the New Mexico University,
and as a Boclety girl, Miss Turner has
been very popular, and higher grace
and refinement has won many friends
who will be her 6lncere well wishers.
Mr. Ward Is the city editor of the
Journal-Democrahas been connected
with that paper for the past five years.
As a teacher in the schools of eastern
ami southern New Mexico and as a
newspaper writer in the metropolis of
the territory he has become widely
known throughout the southwest and
numbers his friends by the score, both
in this city and the territory. Many
friends there are who will be ready to
congratulate him at the call of "30"
on his bachelorhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward will go for a brief
wedding trip to Denver and will be at
home to their friends at 724 South
Third street, after January 1.

NEWPRINCESS

DISTRICT COURT.

RAILROAD COMPANY

Over a Flow of Oil.

WARD-TURNE-

A

Chi Sfc'l

OIL

ed a small clipping from one. of. the
exchanges, stating that oil had
been struck near Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, and that some excitement
existed over the news.
At first the news was too good to believe, but the report has been con
firmed by Hock Island people.
In fact, W. S. Strickler today receiv
ed a letter from John R. DeMler, of
Las Cruces, also confirming the news,
and giving the facts that the oil Is of a
paraffine base of an extra flue quality
and the gusher was brought forth at a
depth of only 700 feet.
This afternoon, a party of gentlemen
concluded to Investigate facts in connection with the report, and Herbert
O. Brooks, as their representative, will
leave for Guadalupe county tonight.

Thev do not want anv more of their
organizations to do the same."

ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN

Some Excitement in Guadalupe County
'
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VOLUME lfi

A MOST

IMPORTANT MATTER.

The above official letter, signed by
the president of the Albuquerque
Eastern Railway company, Hon. W. H.
Andrews, is a piece of news that
should please everybody in the city of
Albuquerque, and every effort should
be made to aid Messrs. Myers, Strickler and Brooks In the work which they
have done and are still doing toward
getting this city in connection with another great railway system that of
the Rock Island, for when the Albuquerque Eastern is built, and there is
every reason to believe that it will be
built, as soon as Albuquerque does her
part, the line will connect with the
great Rock Island system at Torrance.
There is no need, at this time, to
rehash previous propositions made by
the Albuquerque Eastern people to this
city; suffice to say that they were all
good propositions, but the above one,
Just received by these three gentlemen
who have been acting for Albuquerque,
is by all odds the fairest and best that
could be asked from any syndicate of
capitalists and prompt action should
be taken In the matter.
The Citizen makes the suggestion
that Mayor Myers appoint Messrs. W.
S. Strickler and G. L. Brooks, with
himself, as chairman, an executive
committee, and that the mayor, as circumstances warrant, apioirt other
committees to act with said executive
committee.
As far as they have gone these gentlemen have shaped the details in tine
order. When it looked, early in the
past summer, that Albuquerque would
not get the coveted prize, President
Andrews and party sought out these
gentlemen and laid their case before
Riordan Coming Home.
London, Nov. 19. Archbishop Rior- then with propositions, which were
dan, of San Francisco, who came over met with counter propositions. It was
to represent his archdiocese at the ar- hard work a determination born of
bitration of the "Pius Claims" case western grit and tenacity, and finally
and subsequently visited Rome and the good work and recommendations
Ireland, sails for the United States to- of these gentlemen brought forth the
excellent proposition outlined in Presiday.
dent Andrews' letter printed above.
Subscribe for the Citizen.
The officials of the Albuquerque

Eastern Railroad company, and

espec-

ially Messrs. Andrews and Hopewell,
whom the people here have met more
frequently than the others, have always shown marked liberality toward
this city, and the determination to get
here with their road, as manifested in
the Andrews letter, deserves prompt
and hearty
from the people of Albuquerque and the Rio Grande
valley.
Let no grass grow under our feet
now; let no doubting Thomas thwart
the wishes of the people to get another
railroad for Allmquerque, but let's" all
pull together and within sixty days, or
sooner, the whole working force now
on the Santa Fe Central will he transferred to this city and dirt will fly on
the Albuquerque Eastern road.
Arbitration Board Proposed.
DetroitsMich., Nov. 19. The annual
convention of the Stove Founders' National Defense association began in
Detroit today with members present
fmm St. Louis. Cincinnati. Pittsburg,
Chicago and other cities of the country. The convention will consider and
act upon a proposition from the Metal
Polishers, Buffers. Platers, Brass Mol-d- (
rs and Brass Workers' union, looking to the establihlinx iit of a Joint arbitration board fur the adjustment of
all disputes arising in the trade. The
proposition Is In moht respects similar
to the arrangement existing between
the stove founders anil the iron mold-tb- ,
which has prevented strikes in
that branch of induMry for the past
sixteen years.
O'Brien and Hart to Meet.
Philadelphia. Pa., Nov. 19. "Philadelphia Jack" O'llrien and Marvin
Hart, of Ixjuisville, in a
is the magnet that is expected to draw
a great crowd of ring followers to the
Pennsylvania Athletic clnli tonight. On
more than one occasion Hart has displayed qualities entitling him to consideration as a prospective champion
of his class and those acquainted with
his record are of the opinion that he
will put up a good
nlng when he
meets the redoubtaMc 1'hiladelphlan.

lut

l.

R. M. Carley anil W. D. Rishworth,
mine operators of the (iolden mining
district are in town on business.
Capt. W. H. Gillenwater. of the Montezuma Savings, BuilJing and Loan
association went to Trinidad last
night.

THE

STRIKE

COMMISSION.

President Mitchell Still Undergoing

Kuch-enbecke- r,

Pensions Granted

Cancelling

War-rante-

d

Land Office Business. '
NEW NC0RP0RAT0N5,

The following nenslons have-beegranted':' Jose Carmen Gardenas.Cleve-land, $12; widow, Bele M. Forsha, San
'
'
'
ta re, 88.
n

i

im

m

'Court of Private Land Claim.

The court of private land claims will
hold a session In Santa Fe some lime
in January and from thero will go to
Arizona to bold a session In that terrl
tory.

ROSS TRIES

HIS HAND.

Scranton, Pa., Novi IS. The anthra
cite Strike commlsnlori resumed Its
hearing today with the iMual large
crowd In. the court room. Before W.
W. Ross, counsel for the defense of the
Lackawanna & Western road, resumed
his cross examination of President
Mitchell, Chairman Gray, for the commission, again asked counsel to assist
In expediting the proceedings. He
said the commission was loath to Interfere but they hoped that Mitchell
would not be asked to give bis opinion
on matters of which be had no personal knowledge.
Mr. Mitchell, answering questions by
Mr. Ross, said the Increase In wages
without adopting the weighing system
would not meet the demands of the
miners. An eight-hou- r
day would, in
the annual income of the men.
Mr. Hos8 was proceeding to analyze
the constitution of the Illinois branch
of the United Mine Workers with relation to Its bearing on contracts with
bituminous operators,
when Judge
Gray Interrupted with an Inquiry as to
the object of this line of questioning.
Ross replied It was for the purpose of
showing that since the adveut of the
union bituminous operators have been
unable to employ any man until he first
Joins the union. He did not proceed
further with the question. When Mr.
Rosa concluded the examination, Mr.
Mitchell was cross examined by former
Congressman Simon P. Wolverton,
counsel for the Philadelphia, Reading
Coal & Iron company.
Mr. Mitchell said it would be impossible for him to give in detail the conditions at each mine or even under
each company. He also declared it
would neither be possible nor desirable
to divide the United Mine Workers
into two separate organizations, one
bituminous and the other anthracite.
"Anthracite miners," he said, "have
had independent and separate organizations in the past. They have had
several of them. They have gone.

This Well Known Artillerist Killed by
a Street Car at Columbus.
Toledo, Ohio. Nor, 18. Col O. J.
Hopkins, of Toledo, a noted artillerist
and authority. on gun .Ucttoa, .was killed by a street car at Columbus last
night. He was employed in the office
of the adjutant general. Col. Hopkins
served in the civil war under General
James A. Garfield as an infantryman.
of
Later he became lieutenant-colone- l
the First Ohio artillery and waa regarded as an authority on the Gatllng
gun. The tactics tnsi near nis name
were adopted by United States army
and many European armies. The body
has been brought to this city (or bur
ial.
-- f-

Cancelling Warrants,
Governor M. A. Otero, Territorial
Treasurer J. II. Vaughn and Territorial Auditor W, O. Sargent are sitting
KENTUCKY MURDERERS.
is a board cancelling the warrants
raid during the year.
Pursued by Mobs But Officers 8av
Thtm From Lynching.
Land Office Business.
Cincinnati,
Nov. 19. After being;
Homestead Entries Isaacs Conklin,
pursued by mobs in Fleming and MaColmor, 160 acres. Mora county;
Garcia, Jemez, 160 acres, Berna- son counties, Ky., two men chajrg(J
with murder were lodgVd l? Jail at'"
lillo county,
Final Homestead Entries Thomas Covington, Ky., today. They are Allio .
I.una, Puerto de Luna, 160 acres, Guad Burgess, of Flemlngsburg, and George"
alupe county; Delflna Lucero de Maes, Bentz, of May's Lick. They bad been
Canjilon, 80 acres, Rio Arriba county; taken to Brookvllle Jail and when It
Estanislada S. de Madrll, widow of was learned that mobs froth th$ hom
Sb.ntOB Madrll, deceased,
Puerto de counties of the prisoners were Coming,
Luna, 160 acres, Guadalupe county; the sheriffs, by detour routes, reached
Longlno Chaves, Puerto de Luna, 160 Covington. Burgess Is charged with,
acres, Guadalupe county; Bonifacio killing Walter Peck, aged 16, last SunI.opez, Puerto de Luna, 160 acres; Qua day, while the latter was en route to
church, and Bentz is charged with killdalupe county.
ing Robert Owsley at May's Lick.
Incorporations.
The Oliver Mining company of South
President Roosevelt at Memphis.
Dakota, filed Incorporation papers.
Memphis, Nov. 19. The train bearThe Incorporators are Frederick C. ing President
Roosevelt and 'party
Parish, Benjamin F. Armstrong, Philip reached Memphis at 9 o'clock. A larva
Lawrence. The headquarters are at crowd was present and cheered the
Huron. Beadle county. South Dakota. president. After a short delay the Una
The business offices are at South Bend, of march was taken up and escorted
St. Joseph county, Indiana. The di- the president through the principal
rectors are Frederick G. Parish, Benja- streets to the Gayoso hotel.
min F. Armstrong, William Klein, of
The program arranged for the day
South Bend, Ind.; Ellas S. Wltiver and was very elaborate. At the Gayoso
David H. Wllber. of Mlshawaka, Ind. hotel a banquet was tendered the presThe capital Is $500,000 divided into ident and General Wright by the la
COO.OOO
shares. The New Mexico agent dles of Memphis. This evening there
Is Richard B. Wood and the New Mex- will be two receptions to General
ico offices are at Chloride, Sierra coun Wright, one by the white citizens in
tythe auditorium, and the other by colThe Pecos Valley Building associa ored citizens at their own hall on
tion was Incorporated by William P. Hi ale street. Both of these receptions
Lewis, Callio V. Wells, Louise L. were attended by the president.
Wells and William T. Wells. The cap
ital stock la $210,000, divided Into 2.M0
Stocks Active.
New York, Nov. 19. Extraordinary
shares. The headquarters are at Ros- wcll, ('haves county.
The directors strength and activity of Manhattan
are William P. Iwls. Callie V. Wells railway shares, in the face of the othnil William T. Wells.
erwise weak market, attracted much
attention In financial circles today.
Man Accused of Murder Surrenders. Stock, which advanced 18 points
in the
Harry True, charged with the mur- last few days, sold
an advance of
at
der of Kate Graham, the young New S points In first half hour of today's
Mexico found dead on the banks of market, touching 150,
but some of this
the Rio Grande, returned from Mexico gain was soon lost. All sorts of rumors
to El Paso and surrendered to the au- and reports were in circulation to
ac
thorities. True was the girl's suitor count for the rise, but nothing
in
the
and Just prior to her death they were way of an official statement was Is
together. The autopsy showed that sued.
she had died from morphine poisoning.
Her body was found on a lonely spot
Frozen to Death.
near the New Mexico line.
Word reached Springer, N. M.. Mon
day afternoon that a man was found
The Optic says: Frank Turner, of frozen to death near the
Santa F
Albuquerque, on a trip through the track between Springer
Wagon
country, looking for a location. Is in Mound, but his name or and
particulars
the city. He was formerly a furniture coud not be learned. Monday
evening
dealer in Kansas City.
was the coldest of the winter so far.
Cre-renci- o

Cross Examination.

COL O.J. HOPKINS.

-
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s

with the nights cool enough for a "Let tht
blanket and the days warm. He expected to finish the work In that province the middle of November and then
t'.i to Mindanao.

THE WORST THINQ

in the world for a cough is to cough.

THE BEST THING

in the world for a cough la a

We keep all the leading remedies or would be pleased to fill your
tors prescriptions.

B. H BR1GGS & OO.
Opposite Alvarado

Proprietor of Alvarado Pharmacy

doc-

s

.

veiny

Hotel

ugrq lthe
the Sierra Nevada.

Tti

o

Copies of this paper may bo found on
(It nt Washington In the office of our
special cwreeponrient, K. a. SiKKers, 18
' street N. W.. Waahlncton D. C.

Terms of Subscription.
.16.00
DaJljr, 1 7 mall, one year
. a. no
J l y, by mail, six months
. 1.60
Dally, by mall, three months
. M
Daily, by mall, one month
. .76
Dally, by carrier, one month
1. 00
Weekly, by mall, per year
oe
aenverea
Daily
win
in
citizen
TM
city at the low rats f U cents per
the
Week, or for 75 cents per month, when
fmtd monthly. These rates are less than
those If any other dally paper In the territory.
I

V. V. Clark,
Mining and metallurgical engineer. 10S
Went (lold avenue, Albuquerque, N.
Specialties: Reports, surveys and map;
plana and reduction works; tnlrtea and
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
.

WORK OF SENATE'COMMITTEE.
The 'senatorial committee is at pres
ent In Arizona looking Into the fitness
of that territory for admission as a
state into the union. It will return to
New Mexico to visit Las Cruccs, Dem- lng, Alamogordo, Carlsbad and Ros- well. and will then go into Oklahoma
to finish the work of investigation. It
will be strange, indeed, if the commit
tee, after Its tour, can do anything but
recommend the three territories for
statehood. Even though tne Investigation has been directed toward uncover
ing every imaginable fault In the
status of the three commonwealths,
yet, says the New Mexican, it must
have proven to the visiting senators
that New Mexico. Arizona and Okla
homa are part and parcel of the great
United States and that its inhabitants
are about of the same caliber as the
average American citizen In the states.
This is one nation and no imaginary
geographical line sharply divides the
people of one commonwealth from another as far as character and fitness
for self government are concerned.

h

if Crops Are Raised on Desert Land
Does it Become Agricultural Land?
The contention has been made at
Portales that a desert land claim on
which crops are raised is subject to reentry as agricultural land and the decision of tbe court Is anxiously awaited as. If sustained, the title to thousands of acres of land will be questioned. John R. Johnson made a desert
claim entry on 80 acres of land near
Portales and has made two annual
proofs as the law directs. Thomas B.
Lockwood has filed a contest on the
ground that the land is not subject to
entry as a desert claim because two
crops have been raised on It without Ir
rigation. He contends that If crops
can thus be raised on an alleged desert
claim. It Is thereafter to be considered
agricultural land and subject to
or contest. Testimony has been
taken In ths case and the decision is
awaited by all holders of desert land
claims.

Clothes washed in hard water that
has been softened by

Dr. Conner.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of OHteopathy, Klrkvllle, Mo. Lung trou
ble ana all chronic diseases a speeiHixy.
Office. Whiting building, rooms XI ana
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

GOLD DUST

DENTISTS.
Alger,

L. S.

Edmund J.
are beautifully white and clean. 306 Rnllroad
Office hours, 8:30
avenue.
p. m.; i:au p. m. to a p. ra.
This is becnus GOLD DUST ia not a. mil to
4tSi.
Appointments made by
Telephone
only the best softener of hard water, man.
but a wonderful cleanser that effecLAWYERS.
tually removes dirt from everything
without the slightest inlurv to anv- Bernard S. Rodey
thing. Better and more economical ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
M. Prompt attention given to all business
than soap.
pertaining to the profession. Will pracHade only by

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Chicago,

U.

Ira

OF

OF

COMMERCE

ALEUQUERQUfc,

N.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
OFFICERS AMD DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Aast Cashier
SOLOMON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
GEO. ARNOT.
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
J. C BALDP.IDGE
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Boston,
New York,
6t. Louis.
Maker! of FAIRT SOAP.

.
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R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque. N.
M. Office, First National Bank building.

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

B1Y.IL

Frank W. Clancv
rooms

ATTORNET-AT-LA-
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and
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S.

KLEIN WORT,

N.

N. THIRD 8TRFE

KASOMC BUILUIKG.

XM

E. W. Dobson
Office,
N. M.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

block, Albuquerque,

Cromwell

John H. Stingle
Cromwell block,

ATTORNEY-AT-I.A-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homerfrlathlc Physician,

'

Whiting Block.
Arthur Macomber, M. D.
Night Calls.
Whiting Euilding.
Dr. E. N. Wilcon
Physician and Surgeon, rooms 8 Quant
building, Albuquerque,
office hours 1 to I
Room

17.

Colorado 'phone

p. m.

ZEIGER CAFE

129.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINE8T WHISKIES. IMPORTED A. DOMESTIC WINES oV COGNAC
The Coctest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
iet and Best Imported and Domestic Clgara

Dr. I. Saylin
40 Sou'h Fdithtret.
la a m. 4 to 6 pm. and 7 to 8 p.

Office and
Hours 10 to

m. Colorado 'ptiine A3

.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

MUSICIANS.
Miss Katnerlne Helmbeck
Lessons In Singing and Physical Culture.
Miss Elizabeth Naylor, M. B.
Teacher of Pianoforte and Harmony,
Studio, Commercial club.

KINDERGARTEN.
Miss Philbrick's
Kindergarten nnd Primary Department.
Conveyances
Commercial club building.
win call lor Highland pupils.

THOUSANDS SAVED

Or

DR. KING'S fiEW OiSOOVER'f
or Consumption. Ccughs, Colds
and all

OeX)XOfK3K)fK0000000K

QUICKEL & BOTb.E, Proprietors

PHYSICIANS.

THROAT AK0

Ll'hS TROUBLES.

riiis wonderful medicine nosilivelv
cures Consumption, Couglip, Colda
Hronclntis, Asthma, Pneumonia.
h.
Fever, PlfuriRy, LnOrippe.
Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
NO CURE.
WCE BOc.and

SI.

NO PAY.
TRIAL BOTTLES FREE

Silver
Avenue

ft P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK

in ST. ELMO
SAIPLE iND

Finest
WhlskUs,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

CLUB BOOH

J08EPH

,

BAUNETT, Prop.

120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City I

r,

y

AU

ATTORNEY-AT-I.A-

Sis-nero-

IPs Impure Blood.

SANTA FE RAILWAY

Meat Market

ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 F street N. W.,
Wnshington. V. C Pennlons, lunds, pat
ents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent.
Albers Bros. Dairy.
rade marks, claims.
Believe in no one Imt yourself and
William D. Lee
try Albers Bros'., 16 quarts for $1.00.
ATTORNET-AT-IiAOffice, room 7. N.
Armljo building. Will practice In all
PenlnsUjL.' ban heaters burn less the courts of the territory.

fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
rooms. Whitney Company.

&

THIRD STREET

M. Bond

Ger-man-

cast-a-wa-

EKK

tice in all courts of the territory and be
fore tho United States land office.

Fa-be- r,

n

THE

OSTEOPATHY.

Worm Destroyer.
We are sols agents tor Wheeler &
White's Cream Vermifuge, not only Wiison sewing machines. Albert
805 Railroad avenue.
kills worms, but removes the mucus
o
and slime, in which they build their
Tin, eaivanizea
iron and coppei
nests; it brings, and quickly, a healthy work.
Albuquerque Hardware compa
condition of the body, where worms ny.
cannot exist; 25c at Cosmopolitan
Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
We make tne best door and window
screens. They are far superior to any
DEATH OF ANTON FINK.
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A
This Well Known Business Man Cams r. Telepbone No. 463.
to Santa Fe in 1885.
3,265 Men's and Boys' Fine Shirts
Anton Fink, a business man of Santa Fe for almost twenty years, died are too many for any store to handle,
suddenly yesterday morning at 4 especially if they haven't the room for
o'clock at his home on Galisteo street em. But remember go they must
In that city. He was In his butcher and 39c for a fancy shirt Is just like
Haw Mexico demands Statehood from
shop Monday morning and went home getting money from home. Tbe Lion
Congress.
the
feeling 111. Yesterday morning at 4 Store.
o'clock Mrs. Fink was awakened by her International Live Stock Exposition,
Arizona Is making a good Impreshusband sitting up In bed and saying:
Chicago, III.
sion upon the visiting senatorial com"It is so dark, I can't see." A moment
Tickets on sale November 29, 30 and
mittee.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY later he laid down and was dead.
December 1 at rate of $45 for round
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. Hfcart failure was the brobable cause. trip.
Oood to leave Chicago up to and
The Industry of President Roosevelt AU druggists refund the money if it Mr. Fink was born In Hessen,
including
December 8. F. L. Myers,
already
done
la remarkable. He has
In January, 1861. He came to
fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signature
agent.
most of his work for 1904.
Is on each box. 25c.
Santa Fe in 1885 and has ever since
o
been engaged in the butchering busi(Homestead Entry No. 3942.)
Brith.
B'nai
suffHe
part
himself.
for
ness,
rubber
doubtless
trust
has
of
time
The
the
Notice for Publication.
It was to organize this celebrated is survived by a widow and a grown up Department
icient elasticity to enable it to cover
of the Interior, Land Of
protective
philanthropic
and
Jewish
step-soHe carand
the trade pretty effectually.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 7, 1902
up
Kaplan
came
association that Dr.
ried a life insurance policy for $2,000.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Talking about the law's delays, the from Albuquerque, and he and Dr. Mr. Fink was a member of the cathed- lowing named settler has filed notice
quite
were
successful
in
Lefkovlts
ral congregation.
litigation over the estate of Samuel J.
ct his intention to make final proof In
combined efforts. A temporary
Tilden baa Just been wound up, after their
upport of his claim, and that said
thirty-fiv- e
use
complexion
organization
you
a
with
was
If
desire
effected,
good
sixteen years.
proof
will be made before U. S. Com
pun,
acts
nero
drink.
It
a
Mokl
Tea,
being
selected
members, J. Judell
president, Saul Rosenthal for sec- on the liver and makes the skin smooth misioner at East View, N. M., on De
for
New Mexico can support one million retary and Ike Davis for treasurer. and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c cember 22, 1902, viz: Augustlna
people in prosperous circumstances
nd 50c. Money refunded If it does not
de Vallejos, widow of Carlos Val
Alfred Muller, a noted lawyer of Den'With statehood will come modern irrl ver, will be down in a few weeks and atlsfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker ft lejos, deceased, for the NE4 ec. 31,
"So., Buffalo, N. Y for free samples.
J
3 N., R. 6 E.
sation systems.
will Initiate the new members, and I. O'RieUy ft Co., and B. H. Brlggs .
He names the following witnesses to
then a permanent organization will be Co.
prove his continuous residence upon
If statehood is defeated by the sen effected. This society is In almost
ate In December this territory will every city of any size where Jews JEMEZ & SULPHcirt HOT 8PRINGS and cultivation of said land, viz: Mar
8TAGE LINE.
surely enter a long period of depres abound. Las Vegas Optic.
tin Sanchez, Jesus Maria Chaves y
Carries the U. 8. man; only line with Garcia, Juan Luna, Canuto Contreras
slon.
good rigs,
route;
en
change
a
of
stock
Startling, But True.
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer- all of Manzano, N. M.
"If every one knew what a grand que every Tuesday, Thursday and SatAny citizen of the territories who
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
talks now of amending the omnibus medicine Dr. King's New Life Pills is," urday at 6 a. m. For particulars ad(Homestead
Entry Ko. 6174.)
statehood bill might as well wear a writes D. H. Turner. Dempsytown, Pa., dress W. L. Trimble i Co., agents, AlNotice
Publication.
for
proprieyou
BLOCK,
d
or
"you
day.
buquerque,
a
In
B.
Two
enemy
sell
all
have
J.
reading.
state
am
an
of
label
"I
Department of the Interior, Land Of
weeks' use has made a new man of tor, Jemez.
hood."
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 23, 1902.
me." Infallible for constipation, stora
costs you less per month, on monNotice is hereby given that tbe fol
New York city has sent to the pent ach and liver troubles. 25c at all drug eyItborrowed from
the Mutual Building lowing named settler has filed notice
tentlary on a sixteen-yea- r
sentence an stores.
association, of Albuquerque, for the of his intention to make final proof in
Italian convicted of man
same time of loan, than from any oth- support of his claim, and
Pope Holding Court.
said
slaughter. Good conduct will let him
er loan association. It is a good asso- proof will be made before thethat
Pope
A
Judge
H.
from
William
letter
Probate
.out at n.
Officers
to Francisco Delgado, of Santa Fe, ciation to borrow from.
Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albu
H. Brockmeier, J. querque, N. M., on
December 3d, 1902,
Even the fall rains fall to do much says he reached Tacloban on Septem- and directors:
A.
Walker,
McKee,
E.
viz.: Jose Sandoval, for the S'i SWU
to relieve the drouth and destitution in ber 4, and has been holding court six F. Pearce, F.
Sley-stcsec. 10, Nft NW, sec. 15, T. 8 N.,
Sheep men estimate that days a weeks since. The work Is E. L. Medler, J. S. Beaven, B. A.
Australia.
W. G, Hope and W. E. Rogers.
R. 6 E.
their herds have decreased, fujly 9,000, pleasant and not unlike that in New
Mexico, while the surroundings are
000 since January li
He names the following witnesses
If yob want a soap that will lather
beautiful. There is an abundance of
get
some Lenox to prove his continuous residence upon
freely
hard
in
water
banana and cocoanut trees and the Soap from your grocer. There is no and cultivation of said land, viz.:
' The Marconi Wireless Telegraph ocean
Is in i'ai Immediate front of the
Fllomeno Mora, of Escobosa, N. M.;
1
company of Canada, limited, with an
soap made.
delightful better bard water
Perfllio Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.;
authorized capital of $5,000,000, has court iouse. The Weather id
Let us figure on your plumbing. Al- Fenpe Tapla, of Escobosa, N. M.; Fe- been incorporated by the provincial
llciano Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.
Hardware company.
buquerque
secretary at Toronto,
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
No tuberculosis preservallna or colo
"
recently
Roswell,
census
of
The
" What is it ? " asks the mother as she oring in Matthews' Jersey mllif
(Homestead Entry No. 4460.)
o
Rosuotices the smooth skin of her child
taken by R. G. Ingersoll for the
Notice for Publication.'
Lenox Soap leaves the clothes soft.
well Record, shows tnat city to have marred by a red or pimply eruption. It
Department
of the Interior, Land Of
v
Try
it.
4,279 people. Roswell is one of the is impure blood, ana the child needs at sweet and clean.
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 21, 1902.
once
to
Derm
territory.
very best towns in the
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Fresh Cut Flowers.
the use of Dr.
lowing named settler has filed notice
Pierce's Golden
IVES, THE FLORIST.
'
Medical DiscovProsperity Is supposed to be uniproof In
clothes of his intention to make final
Ladles' and gents'
ery, the best and
support of his claim, and that said
versal throughout the United States,
street,
107
North
remedy
bought;
First
surest
but a good many things must be out of
proof will be made before the probate
for Impurity of
o
iolnt. The American federation of
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu
Plumbing.
blood.
It
the
labor has Just adopted eighty-seveentirely eradi
We have adSed a plumbing depart querque, N, M., on December 2, 1902
resolutions.
cates the poisons. ment and tin shop to our business. viz: Manuel Baca y Lopez, for the
- :
I
corrupt
which
you have anything In this line SV4 sec. 10, T. 10 N., R. 6 E.
the blood and When
Delegate Flynn is in Washington doHe names the following witnesses
see us about it before placbe
to
done
cause disease. It
prove big continuous residence up
to
ing good work for statehood. He will
Albuquerque
Hard
ing
order.
vour
cures scrofula,
on
and cultivation of said land, viz:
be Joined next week by Delegates
company.
ware
boils, pimples,
Rodey and Smith, and they will organ
Jose Leon Jaramillo, Porflllo Gon
o
eczema,
Try The Omen want columns,
and other
tales, Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter,
lie the statehood forces for the final
o
eruptive diseases
ter, all of Albuquerque, N. M.
effort in December.
To Chicago Cheap.
which are the diMANUEL R. OTERO.
A special rate of one fare plus $2 for
rect result of imRegister,
A friendly contest Is in progress for
It the round trip to Chicago has been
pure blood.
o
speaker of the house of the territorial
enriches as well made by the Burlington for the great
(Homestead Entry No. 4459.)
Assembly. It Is not a Dght, as some im
as purifies the International Live Stock Exposition
Notice for Publication.
blood.
agine, upon the administration. All of
"Dr. pierce1 mflicinc hrs not only bene- which will open there November 29 Department of tbe Interior, Land Of
warm
are
speaker
for
candidates
the
fited me greatly, but it
done wuimm fur
continue for a week. This is the
flee at Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 21, 1902
tomi," write Mrs. M. llartruk, of and
friends and supporters of the governor my two tMwego
Co .1.Y.
Both had acrufula. greatest live stock show of the world
Notice is hereby given that the fol
have lot two (l.ttintera in leu thuu five year
year promises to be of unusual lowing named settler has fled notice
couhuintiua and acrufula. Myeldet auo .nd this
If the senate of the United States with
was taken two or three yeata ago with lieninr. Interest to the western stockmen be' of his intention to make final proof In
concludes that New Mexico and Arl rbage from the limpa. It troubled htru for over cause of the particular attention being support of his claim, and that said
a
J'ear. He look lir. Fierte a Golden Medical
sona are not fit to be a part of tbe Discovery
and haa not had a hemorrhage in given to the range cattle exhibit which proof will be made before the probate
United States, that august body should over a year. My ynger aon had acroiuloua promises to be larger than ever before clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu
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The Burlington Route is the popular querque, N. M.. on December 2. 1902
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Cuba,
to
and
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that they have
route with stockmen and the usual fine viz: Jose Leon Jaramillo, for the SV4
MedAccept no substitute lor "Golden
low them to set up a republic of their
16, T. 10
Discovery."
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There is nothing "just service will be given to those who de SEU. sec. 9. NU NEV4. sec.
own. The people of these territories
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for
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good
of
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axe certainly more capable of self gov blood ami lungs
He names the following witnesses
will be on sale November 30 and De
ernment than are the inhabitants of
A luoH page book, free for the asking. ceraber 1 and 2, with a final limit for to prove his continuous residence up
Cuba.
You can net the People's Common Sense leavlue Chicago of December 8. See on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Medical Adviser, the best medical book
agent or write for partlcu
Manuel Baca y Lopez, Pernlio Gon
BIG TUNNEL.
ever published, free by tending stamps your ticket
zoles, Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter,
Even in this day of tremendous un to pay expense of mailing only, bend lars to
' GEORGE VALLERV,
all of Albuquerque, N. M.
dertaklngs there is cause for astonish si one-ce- fcrstain ys for paper covers or
Den
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Route,
Burlington
Agent
stamps
Dr.
volume,
General
to
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ment at the plans of President Harri R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Register,
,
Colo,
ver,
man's surveyors lor a tunnel route for
Fifty-Sevent-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES

J.

QUESTIONS DESERT CLAIM.

Central Pacific railroad through
The route laid out,
is said, provides for a tunnel 34.800
it
HUGHES Jb McCRElGHT, Publishers feet long, or nearly seven miles. The
Editor estimated cost Is $14,000,000. It will
Thin. Hughe ....
W. T. McCrelaht. .Mar. and City Editor cut down the summit grade 1,500 feet.
and enable the company to get rid of
Published Daily and Weekly.
all but three miles of the forty-twmiles of snowsheds. The proposed tunnel will pierce the mountain at an elevation of alut 5.300 feet. The tunnel
Associated Pre afternoon dispatches is part of Harrlman's plan to reduce
Largest City and County Circulation time between San Francisco and ChiTha Largest New Mexico Circulation cago twelve hours, from three days,
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation as at present, to two days and a half.

i,iDUqurrnuc

MINING ENGINEER.

Ark., writes,
W. A. Hen-eof
I wish to report that Foley's Kidney
Cure has cured a terrible case of kid
ney and bladder trouble that two doc
tors had given up." Alvarado Pharmacy.

HUCH DISPUTED QUESTION

CARDS

PROFE8IONAL

COLD DUST twins do yovr work."

LIVERY, FEED AND 8ALE.
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

8addle Horses a Specialty. We
board horse andbave first class rigs
L, E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.

This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
experienced.
Although not generally known summer is the very
beat of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nifc-.i- s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeies of day, one becomes so entranced
with tbe beauty of this country as to never forget his trip undar
The White Umbrella."

'

The Mexican Central

Thi.W
Railroad Avenue.
Has changed haads and Is now one
of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
bern oz draught. Tatronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor,

is prepared to furniBh you with the best of accommodations
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. O. & P. A., Mexico

W. O. MEAD,
C. A., El Paso.

-

to

tl

C. R. HUDSON,
G. P. & P. A.,Mexlco.

n

i-

i- -

salt-rheu-

cloth-boun-

d

,

New 'Photi

Old 'Phone

152

59.

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

I Also Sell Monuments

Office and parlor- -

in N. Second

THESojfhARCADE
street
311

FRANK

Mrs",

AJO. PROPRIETOR.

The best of liquors served to pit
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything brao
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue,

The finest line of Liquors and Cigars

North Platte
Valley, Nebraska,
PRESENTS SOME VERY ATTRACTIVE
OPENINGS FOR FARMING AND STOCK
RAISING.
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED, ASK FOR
A COPY
OF OUR BOOKLET, "THE
NORTH PLATTE VALLEY." IT'S FREE.

.v?
Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
DENVER.

All patrons and friends cordially invited to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is

served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor..

?
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LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

Levi A. Hughes, a wool buyer from
Santa Fe, Is in the city today.
J. S. Greer and Ellen C. Greer, of
Ilolbrook, are in the city from the

Mrs. Laura L. Barnes, Washington, D. CM Ladies Auxiliary to
Burnsids Post, No. 4, Q. A. R.,
recommends Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

"In diseases that come to women only,
as a rule, the doctor is called in, sometimes several doctors, but still matters
go from bud to worse ; but I have
never known of a case of female weakness which was not helped when
Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound was used faithfully. For
young women who are subject to
headaches, backache, irregular or painful periods, and nervous attacks due to
the severe 6train on the system by
some organic trouble, and for women
of advanced years in the most trying
time of life, ft serves to correct every
trouble and restore a healthy action of
all organs of the body.
Lydia K.l'ink ham's Vegetable
Compound is a household reliance
44

in my home, and I would not be without it. In all my experience with this

medicine, which covers years, I have
found nothing- to equal it and always recommend it." Mrs. Laura. L.
Barnes, 007 Second St., N. ., Wash- infrton, D. C. $6000 forftH If original of
moovt Ittttr proving gtnuintireu cannot b product.
-

Sneh testimony tthould be accepted by all women as convincing evidence that Lydia E.
Plnkliam't Vegetable Compound
stands without a peer as a remedy for all the distressing ill of
Women.

I. R,

HOLT.

His Death at Las Cruces a Few Days
Ago.

The death of I. R. Holt occurred on
Thursday evening at about 9 o'clock.
He has been In feeble health for some
time, and his death while not entirely
unexpected nevertheless comes as a
great sorrow to the many people who
have known Mr. Holt for years. The
funeral was held on Friday afternoon
and was conducted by the Masonic
lodge.
Isham R. Holt was born in Cumberland county, Kentucky, on the 18th of
April, 1819. In 1854 he removed to
northern Arkansas and in 1859 was
married to Lydia E. Ryan. Eleven children composed the family, six of whom
are living Isham R. Holt, Jr.; Mrs.
Alice Johnson," Selma, Cal.; Mrs. May
Logan, Mrs. Wm. Viscarra, Elgin Holt
and Walter Holt.
Mr. Holt crossed the plains by wagon in 1879 and settled on the San
Francisco river In Socorro county, being one of the first settlers in the locality. He embarked in the cattle business and still retained his Interest
there at the time of his death. "Holt's
ranch" was widely known In that section of the county. He removed to
Las Cruces in 1892 to take advantage
of the educational facilities that this
place affords. He was for fifty-fou- r
years a member of the Baptist church
and for about forty years has been a
Mason.
Mrs. Holt has the sympathy of a
vast number of friends in her sorrow.
Jumped on a Ten Penny Nail.
The little daughter of J. N. Powell
jumped on an inverted rake ma4e of
ten penny nails, and thrust one nail entirely through her foot and a second
one half way through. Chamberlain's
Pain Balm was promptly applied and
five minutes later the pain had disap
peared and no more suffering was experienced. In three days the child wae
wearing her shoe as usual and with
absolutely no discomfort. Mr. Powell Is
a well known merchant of Forkland.
Va. Tain Balm Is an antiseptic and
heals such injuries without maturation
the time required by
and in
the usual treatment. For sale by all
druggists.
one-thir-

d

ALAMOGORDO.

From the News.
Will Courtney, with V. E. Carson
contractor, has been at Carrizozo this
week at work.
The sad news has been received of
the death of Miss Anna Reading, which
cccured on the Dtb Inst, at her home In
Durnweg, Jasper county, Mo., of lung
trouble. She was a neice of Mrs. Geo.
Richardson of this city and was visiting here with her aunt a few months
ago, and during her stay made many
friends who are grieved to learn of
tliis sad death.
Wednesday night White mountain
was wrapped in enow, for the second
time this season. Some say that winter
for this section is rather early this
year. Early or late, our winters never
amount to much, and this is attested
by the fact that each winter finds a
greater number of people here from
the North and East who come here to
escape the blizzards of their climates.
of Mr.
Little Joe, five
and Mrs. Wm. Edwards, died last Sunday afternoon at two o'clock. He had
been sick for about five weeks of
typhoid fever. Funeral services were
held at the residence Monday night,
conducted by Rev. Mr. Conklin, after
which the body was shipped on the
right train for Logan, Kansas, for
Interment. Every effort was employed
to stay the cruel monster, but the little
hands were folded in eternal rest and
the spirit returned to the God who
gave it.
year-old-so- n

west.
Dr. W. D. Radcliffe, the popular physician and surgeon of Belen. was in
the city yesterday.
.
The McSpadden-Sprlnge- r
Transfer
company have Just added two more
line delivery horses to their stables.
R. B. Thomas, of the Consolidated
Mining and Smelting company of
came in from the north Monday.
Dr. J. E. King and wife, of Denver,
after remaining here the past two
weeks, were passengers for Phoenix
last night.
A. A. Keen, the territorial land commissioner, who enjoyed the Sabbath
and Monday, with his wife, has returned to Santa Fe.
Mrs. Simon Neustadt and Mrs. Louis
Trauer,' of Los Lunas, are in the metropolis today, greeting friends and
doing Borne necessary shopping.
Today, W. D. Slade, manager of W.
L. Trimble & Co.'s hog and chicken
ranch, Just south of the old town, killed two hogs that weighed 810 pounds.
The time of pumpkin pies, turkey
and cranberries Is drawing near. Now
Is the time to make known your
Thanksgiving sales through The Citizen.
The grounds of coffee, after using
the liquid, are excellent to mix with
the earth used in flower beds. They
keep the earth moist and facilitate,
blossoming.
Ellsworth Ingalls left Monday for
Gallup. Mr. Ingalls is a special government attorney taking evidence in
Indian depredation claims against the
government.
Mrs. F. R, Harrington, of BIsbee,
Arizona, came In from the west this
morning, and met here her relative,
Mrs. C. M. Harrington, of Port Huron,
Mich., who arrived last night.
Charles Gehring, son of Mr. and Mrs.
N. Gehring, Is slowly recovering from
a seven weeks' siege with typhoid fever. He Is at the railway hospital and
is receiving excellent attention.
This Is the season of the year that
many of the young people of the native
population are joined In marriage, and
from now until the first of the new
j ear marriages will be numerous these
cool, bracing mornings at the Catholic
churches.
Mr. McNally, of the firm of Rand &
McNally, of Chicago, in company with
his wife, daughter and a party of ladles, passed through the city Monday
en route to their winter home in California. The party spent the hour between arrival and departure here visiting the Alvarado and the Indian curio
rooms.
The New Mexican says: George H.
Brewer, of Albuquerque, superintendent of missions of the Baptist church
in New Mexico, Rev. W. H. Rishel,
missionary at Velarde, accompanied
by his wife, and Rev. N. B. Riarden, of
Omaha, Nebraska, arrived from Albuquerque yesterday, where they attended the Baptist convention, and were
bound to Velarde over the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad.
Roger P. Smythe, of New York, and
William B. Starr, of Nebraska, left the
city last evening for Dillon, Neb. Mr.
Smythe will return to New York soon
where he will resume his law studies.
The gentlemen have been in the city
since the first of October and during
their brief stay have made many
friends. Mr Smythe over-taxehis
health while in school and was recuperating In the southwest. The bright
sunshine, the light air and active life
soon restored him to his own.
Queen Zyra, whose magical education, was received in Cairo, Egypt,
has found Albuquerque a fruitful field
and has removed to larger quarters on
South Second street, opposite the
In the center of the rooms sits
the Oriental queen in a small tent
decorated with red and green streamers. The queen has found many people here who have hands which hold a
future that they look forward to with
great yearning, others who do not believe In palmistry, yet they seek the
queen's council and learn what they
can just the same.
George P. Learnard, the piano man,
who always wears a happy smile
whether he sells pianos or not'retum-eyesterday from a business trip
to Winslow and several other western
towns. "Business Is good," said Mr.
Learnard. "I made several good sales
with the prospect of more. I was surprised to find so many Citizens in circulation through Arizona and New
Mexico. It surely speaks well for the
popularity of the paper outside of the
city, as well as in the city." Mr. Hall,
the other half of the hustling firm will
leave for Needles, Cal., and other western towns In a day or so.
Bertram Muse, the young lad who
was taken to the St. Joseph's sanitarium, is only suffering from a sprained
knee and will no doubt be able to resume his homeward journey soon. A
telegram and letter have been received
from his mother. She stated that she
would try to obtain transportation for
him and get him home. From the nature of the letter the conclusion would
be drawn that the family are not in
prosperous circumstances and that aid
from home sources would be small
However, his condition Is not as bad as
at first supposed, and this trouble will
probably serve as a lesson.
The Citizen Is publishing the official
count by the secretary of territory of
the various counties of the territory.
On Monday, the paper published the
count of the counties of McKlnley, Valencia, Grant, Bernalillo, Lincoln, Colfax, Union, Santa Fe and Rio Arriba,
Cer-rillo- s,

d

post-offic-
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WEAK NERVES
Are generally caused by the blood becoming Impure, thereby depriving
them of the proper strengthening nourishment. To cure weak nerves you
must therefore first purify and cleanse
the blood. Then you need Hostetter's
Stomach Bitters. It will perfect the
digestion,, make an abundance of
healthy blood, strengthen the nerves
and cure Dyspepsia, Constipation, Biliousness and Malaria. Try It and be
convinced.

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
nine out of

twenty-on- e

The thrifty buyer knows that the
"Lion Store" is the money saving spot
Where else on this green earth can
you buy the finest $1.60 men's shirts
at 48c The Lion Store.
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MATTER OF VITAL
IMPORTANCE
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can't come
In person.

25c ALL LINEN HUOK TOWELS
5 pieces of
real
TURKEY RED TABLE
LINEN
warranted fast
colors splendid 65c value
Sale Price per yard

-

to all who regard clean linen as one of
life's necessities to know that the Imperial laundry Is regarded by all ge4
dressers as the one place on earth
where laundry work Is done to their
supreme satisfaction. We have the
skill, the expertnee and the will to do
our work right, and will guarantee satisfaction.

Imperial Laundry

The Union
Market

a bad cold on my lungs and tried at
least half a dozen advertised cough
medicines and had - treatment from
two physicians without getting any
benefit. A friend recommended Foley's
Honey and Tar and two thirds of a bottle cured me. I consider It the greatest
cough and lung medicine in the world."
Alvarado Pharmacy.

8c

dozen of
FINE
LINEN DAMASK
regTOWELS fringed
ular 40c quality Sale
Price each
(

25C

48C
1

A.

1-

A.

Morelli

& Bros.

Merchant
Tailors.
U4W.

6

A large lot of regular
75c MODE COLOR COTBLANKETS fine,
TON

pieces of

B E D

V-."X-

CJ

5
dozen
of
$2.00
FRINGED
..CROCHET
BED ..SPREADS extra,
heavy quality full size
a splendid bargain at

8125

tJ.85

A Few Domestic Specials
600 yards of extra heavy COT- TON FLANNEL 12ViC is our

yards of mill ends French
FLANNELETTES all lengths
regular 10c value
Br
Sale Price
1000

regular price

Oi

PC

The Way We Sell Dress Ooods
ALL WOOL FRENCH
HENRI ETTAS silk finishe-dblack and colors worth 75c
Sale Price
h

I

On.
.'...OtC

per yard

arUs

01

8TOVE WORK.

E.

J. Post

competent mechanics.

...

warranted

69C

The Peninsular Is a heater and
Whitney Company.

& Co.

20 pieces of ALL WOOL TRI- C0T
for
waists and dresses Worth 50c
Sale Price
per yard
AvOC

h

to have your tilator.
stove work done and get a good job by
to

I

ALL WOOL STORM SERGE
dust proof in black,
royal and cardinal 75c Is cheap
for it Sale Price per yard

h

Go

111111

fn
IvC

BASKET
ALL
WOOL
CLOTHS extra heavy, no lining
necessary in medium and oxford
grey worth $1.25 Sale Price per
yard

fXVO

commentnecessary

ends
CREPON
PLAIDS beautiful
designs and comblnatlons-su- ltaDje for chlldrens' dresses
worth 25c Sale Price
per yard
ti5U

grey and
LINING

400 yards of
black PERCALINE
regular 15c value
Sale Price

Q

Sale Price

ven-

Brlb-

-

repaired.

45C

In your tinware and have it
Albuquerque Hardware com

0

Try Albers' Milk.
Have you seen that blue enameled
before paying 10 cents a quart for
F. A. Jones, e. M C E.
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardtry
quarts
milk,
ours;
16
$1.00,
for
Consulting Mining Engineer
ware company's store. It Is the moat
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Survey Albers Dies'.
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
Albuquerque, N. M.
seen in Albuquerque.
Correspondence solicited.
Casa de Oro.
,
o
Rooms with board; electric lights
F. a. Wolfe nas opened up the studio
W. L. Brackett & Co,
and gas; hot and cold
In each at 208 Railroad avenue, and would 1m
the new blacksmiths on Copper ave- room. Special rates water
to
permanent
pleased to have you call and look at
nue, between Second and Third streets, boarders; no Invalids;
No. 613 West his work.
have received a new rubber tiring Gold avenue.
machine and guarantee their work.
o
Have your nouse wen ventilated bf
They do horseshoeing as a specialty.
Acorn base burners. The world's using a Peninsular base
burner.
o
standard. Whitney Comapny.
Whitney Company.
Subscribe for the Citizen.

Can

Get Fitted ?

I

??at

Is

abuJ

only doubt
that keeps most men from buying ready made suits

IF I CAN'T FIT YOU, I WON'T SELL YOU. IF
YOUR FIT DOESN'T
STAY
FITTED, THE
SALE
DOESN'T STAY A SALE-BR- ING
BACK THE SUIT.
IF YOU DO YOUR PART BY COMING IN, YOU
CANT
BE ANYTHING ELSE THAN
FITTED AND SUITED

JUST
HIE

HERE.

.1.

;.;.!-

-

-

HBO, S9.75, $10.50,

OVEliCOATf

SUITS....

YOUlAlIT

IS

112.R0. Xi4.no
S1G.00, $17.00

aiKon

$18.00
521. ou, 122.50,
23.00, $25.00.

NOT A CORRECT STYLE MISSING
FROM
MY
FALL AND WINTER SYLES ALL IN. PUT
ME TO THE TEST ON ONE SUIT FOR A TRIAL.

Railroad Ave.

LINES.

OVERCOATS TO KEEP YOU WARM
WALK, RIDE OR TRAVEL

First Class Work Guaranteed.
Cleaning and repairing neatly done

For over Sixty rears.
tr.ed remedy.
Mrs. Wlnslrw's Soothing Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by
millions of mothers fcr their children
204 South Second street.
while teething with perfect success.
It soothes the child, soften the gums,
First
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Class Rooms and Board. Rates
is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
Reasonable.
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by druggists in every part of the world.
MRS. G. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Is incalculable.
Be sure and ask for
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Byrup, and
take no other kind.

MA-

,

8PREADS extra large
size and
extra fine
quality regular
$3.00
value Sale Price each

5o

.48c

of

RSEILLES

regular 10c
Sale Price per

value
yard

fleeced while they
last Monday

dozen

20

h

CURTAIN

CREAM
8CRIM

soft

0c

Policeman's Testimony.

20
ALL

h

CLOTHS-wi- th
one dozen
8x10 HEMSTITCHED PATTERN
napkins
hemstitched
,
MMMtA
J ' J y.ou value.
pure Munen spienaia
aesign8 warranted
to mawa-vu- ui I
c aq
o
Sale Price per set
A.

J.H.0WWCO.

Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had

3 pieces
of
SILVER
BLEACHED
TABLE LINEN
in
beautiful new patterns
cheap at 75c Sale
Price per yard

h

39C

15o

Sal Price

.

From the Republican.
There are said to be a number of
cases of dtptheria In the Zunl Pueblos.
ft. Mutto, the baker, has opened a
neat little grocery store In the Roat
building on Coal avenue.
Just received a
' Forest Mc Kinley, special timber Infresh lot of.....
spector, stopped here a few hours on
Tuesday and left the same night for
HOT..WATER BOTTLES
Thoreau.
The Commercial club is becoming
Fountain and Bulb Syringquite popular with the business men
es-prices
to suit your-8elf-5of the town, new members are joining
every week.
to 93.00
John Miller, a prosperous ranchman
from the southern part of the country,
Water and Oil Atomizers
was here on business this week.
of every description.
BenWittlck, the Wlngate photographer, was here this week. He Is Just reCome and examine.
covering from the effects of a broken
ankle.
Pay day at the C. F. & I. last Sun;j. fl. O'RIELLY A CO,
day. Everybody made good wages last
month. The Weaver mine put out
Prescription Druggists
thirty-fou- r
thousands tons of coal.
J. C. Moloney left here for BIsbee,
Corner 2nd St And Gold Ave
Arizona. He expects to be absent a
year devoting his time to mining oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
business.
A lot of ittle boys stole a quantity
of apples from John Tyler's wagon
on Sunday night and destroyed several
boxes. They are all known and will
be prosecuted as soon as Mr. Tyler
207 West Gold Avenue.
returns from Farmlngton.
George Bennet, formerly of the firm
of Bennet Bros, of Zunl, spent a couple
of days here this week. He has purchased the stock and good will of the
firm of Buchanan Bros, at Zunl, and
will resume the business which he sold
out two years ago.
Chas. Vidal's store was burglarized
on Monday night to the extent of a
couple of six shooters. They were
nickel plated, cabibre 38 and 44. A
window glass, in the rear of the store
was broken out. A thorough search
of the hobos was made but the pistols
were not found.
Chief Kenney, of the fire depart
CO., Proprietors.
ment, has secured permission from WM. GOETTINU
the Odd Fellows to put a small buildAll kinds of Fresh Meats bandied.
ing on their lot on Second street for Sausage
making a specialty.
& hose bouse In which one of the hose
carts will be kept. His Idea, which is
a very good one, is to have one; of the
carts handy in case of fire In that part
of the town.
Several of the most
active firemen live within a stone's
throw of the new building.
D. C. Russell, of the firm of Russell
& Elsie, left for Point Richmond, Cal.,
where the firm is engaged In business.
A reception was tendered him several
nights ago by a dozen of his personal
friends at the residence of J. A. Gordon. Monday night a farewell reception was given him by his Masonic
friends, several citizens of the town
not members of the fraternity, being
Invited.
A

Size 20x36

10 pieces of
all linen CRASH best
12c value on earth-S- ale
Price per yard

h

-

h

N.

-

Leon B.Stern.Propriltop

Began Monday, November 17th. No such Linen Bargains have ever before been
offered in this town! You will do well to take advantage of this sale.

respectfully yours for health, Ralph S.
Back of Postofflce.
Meyers, 64 Thirty-seventSt., Wheeling, W. Va. For sale by all druggists. COOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
GALLUP.

J.

AviNUl.

,

Our Thanksgiving Linen Sale

have read 3,845. Mr. Harsch objects
to running 400 votes behind his ticket,
when he kept along in the very front
ranks and went under the wire with
as big a majority as any of them.

taking the second dose of this medicine I felt better, three bottles of it
cured my cold and the pains in my
chest disappeared entirely. I am most

Send in your
Mail Orders.
We will take
care ef them
properly.

DIG?
.
vi R

counties in the

To the Public

Do your hopping by Mall
If you

220

territory. In the count of Bernalillo,
the vote of commissioners in the case
of A. Harsch was a mistake. The types
had his total vote 3.485, when it should

Allow me to say a few words in praise
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. I can
recommend it with the utmost confidence. It has done good work for me
and will do the same for others. I had
a very severe cough and cold and feared I would get pneumonia, but after

The Store the People Talk About

WHILE YOU

512 60 to 25.00

An old and well

COLUMBUS HOTEL.

e

Coney Island

premiums are given to make
Lenox Soap sell. When you buy soap
for the premiums the soap manufacturer makes you pay for them you
get either a smaller cake or poorer
quality. Compare the size of the
Lenox Soap cake.
(
No

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

MEALS
REGULAR

IN

THE

CITY.
MEALS, 25c.

Short Order at

Any Price.

DUNLAP HATS
HAWES HATS

MANHATTAN SHIRTS
NELSON $3.00 SHOE8

M. MANDELL
....The Leading Clothier and Men's Outfitter...
116

WEST RAIL ROAD AVENUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN WEDNESDAY
by P. P. Simmons; the "Cosmopolitans," by William LeBrun; "E. Z.'s,"
by Ernest Zwelger. and the "Badgers"
by H. Emory Davis. Earh team la
composed of seven members, and will
roll a series of six games, two games
A Constant Drain being played each evening, the tournaUpon the System ment extending through the course of
three weeks. The Benedicts and the
Wills rolled their first games last
And a source o! worry, anxiety and endless trouble to those who are afflicted We
flight,
and although there w'ero no
with them, particularly so when located upon the lower extremities where large scores
considering the
the circulation is weak and sluggish. A gangrenous eating ulcer upon the lack of practicemade,
which they have had
the
deeper
into
as
and
sight,
poison
deeper
and
frightful
a
burrows
the
leg ia
late, they did very well. The We
tissue beneath and the sore continues to spread, one can almost see the flesh of
games, having a team
Wills
melting away and feel the strength going out with the sickening discharges. averagewonof both
125.
Tne All Americans
"Great running sores and deep offensive ulcers often develop from a simple
boil, swollen gland, braise or pimple and are a threatening danger always, and Cosmopolitans take their turn at
"because while all such sores are not cancerous, a great many are, and this the game tonight, and th two remaing
ulcers and sores, par ing teams, the Badgers and E. Z's, Frishould make you suspicious of all chronic
ticularly if cancer runs in your family. Face sores are common and cause the day evening.
greatest annoyance because they are
Va.ldo.ta, Oft., September, 1000.
POLICE COURT.
Co persistent and unsightly and de
Swift Speoiflo Co., Atlanta, Ga.
appearance.
s
one
Irom
tract
Bear Sir: Something Ilka a riling1 A Few Cases Handled in Good Fashion
Middle aged and old people and
cams on my ln.tep, rerjr small at
By the Magistrate.
those whose blood is contaminated
first, not at all painful, bat as It
By reason of a few Important cases
craw larger and begaa to pain ma I
and tainted with the germs and poison
yesconsulted a dootor, bat in spits of police court held an extra session
of malaria or some previous 3icknes3,
terday afternoon.
worsa
sore
do
ha
could
the
rot
all
of
mercury,
are
the
use
excessive
w
Jose Chaves, charged with assault
to disoharre; then other
and beg-achief sufferers Irom chronic sores and
top
of
whole
battery, whose hearing was postcame
sores
until
the
and
ulcers. While the blood remains in
my foot was one large mass of sores poned until the afternoon,
received
this unhealthy, polluted condition
and I could not walk. Then my has ten days for striking C. Gonzales In the
healing is simply impossible and the
Sorof.
of
oared
band, who had been
Gonzales had presented a bill for
ore will continue to grow and spread
ala by the use of 8. B. 8., said ha face.
40 cents, but received a lovely eye In
beg-aZ
me.
any
or
cure
washes
of
salves
and
would
spite
in
bettered
it
taking- - It and eight bottles cared stead.
superficial or surface treatment, for
my
Several hoboes are doing time for
healed up nicely. I ba
me;
foot
Jie sore is but the outward sign of
lleva I would hare been a orippls infesting the city with their presence.
some constitutional disorder, a bad
for Ufa but for S. S. S.
The case of the young native girl
condition of the blood and system,
UBS. O. H. KINO.
charged with theft of small articles
which local remdies cannot cure.
S. S. S. reaches these old chronic sores through the blood. It goes to the was carried over from yesterday afterrery toot of the trouble and counteracts and removes from the blood all the noon until this morning. The case to
impurities and poison,, and gradually builds up the entire system and very complicated. The girl is very
Strengthens the sluggish circulation, and when the blood has been purified small and probably does not realize
and the system purged of all morbid, the Immensity of the crime. Her testi
unhealthy matter the healing process mony was evidence to convict her, as
begins, and the eating ulcer or chronic she denies ever having worked for the
sore ia soon entirely gone.
people and states that she was only in
S. S. S. contains no mineral or poison the house once. The evidence given
ous drugs of any description, but is guar by
plaintiff proves that the girl
aBsw intml a. tiurelv vegetable remedv. a had the
worked there four months and was
Hood purifier and tonic combined and a safe and permanent cure for chronic caught In the house while the family
g
sore of any kind, large or were absent. An effort will be made to
sores and ulcers. . JJ you have a
small, write us about it, and our physicians will advise you without charge. recover the stolen property and the
Soolt oo Blood and Skin Diseases free.
girl punished according to the dictates
i THE SWIFT SPEDinO OO.. ATLANTA. OA. of the law.
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Eating Ulcers,
slow-healin-
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slow-healin-
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wife, made many a man think of life
around his own fireside when the gentler sex presides.'
Ezra Norrls played the part of a
wayward son and a grnlle wooer In a
manner that pleased the audience. The
was George
unfortunate
Bosworth, always equal to the most
despairing position of a young husband. His happy disposition and beaming face won him a favorite place. .
Miss Alice Graff, who took the part
of a young wife, has a charming personality which made her a favorite
with' the theatergoers.
The acting of Mrs. Louis Belmour
was ss Interesting as it was amusing.
She displayed a strong character In
her efforts to keep a lively husband
in a straight
and a wayward
path.
i
Misses Lucy Lovell and Virginia
Cranna were mirth producers in every
act. Their wit and repartee was especially amusing, showing that as
clever entertainers the ladies were a
success.
The plot was one of those which
thickens and becomes more complicated and hopeless every minute, and
which holds the audience by its striking climaxes at the end of every act.
A regular family wrangle, with a
taking care of a
stern mother-in-law- ,
young married daughter, with the husband to regulate and the father to keep
within liounds. The alarming state of
affairs which the family relations reach
causes convulsions of laughter. As all
are on the verge of despair the cloud
of discord Is lifted and all ends happily.
Tonight "The Octoroon," a drama
with a universal reputation, will be
played and the Obcrle Stock company
have already given evidence of their
ability to handle it In a manner that
is sure to please.
son-in-la-

$1,000.00 borrowed from the Mutual')
Building association of Albuquerque
costs you only $13.35 per month. A. E.
Walker, secrtary.

son-in-la-

,

.

RICHARDSON

MAY

10c

o
Music

10c.

Hall & Learnard now have on sale
the complete line of standard sheet
music contained In the Gem Catalogue
of the National Music company. Call
or write for a free catalogue. It will
save" you time and money.
10c

MUSIC

10c.

COLOMBO HALL
ONE MERRY NIGHT

THURSDAY

IN0V.20

C. B. MARVIN'S
FURIOUSLY FUNNY FARCE

WISE

A

MEMBER

Claimed Over One Hundred Votes Cast
on Affidavit in Alamogordo
Are Illegal.
It is reported that Hon. G. A. Rich
ardson, recently democratic candidate
for territorial council from the ninth
district, will contest the election of
Judge A. B. Fall, the independent can
ONES
didate, cays the New Mexican, on the
grounds of the casting of over 100
IT'S THE LIMIT
votes in Alamogordo on afflidavlt. The
voters, whose votes were sworn In, A Whirlwind of Fun
A Cyclone of Mirth
failed to register, and the contention
A Tornado of Laughter
Is made that these votes are illegal,
luasmuch as the federal statute making provision for such cases was re- The Original New York Cast in Its
Entirety.
pealed in 1894.

fti

WE HAVE SELECTED WITH GREAT CARE A NICE XMAS LINE OF
DRESSING TABLES, DIVANS, EASY ROCKERS, MUSIC CABINETS,
STOOLS, STANDS, TEA TABLES, AND LADIES' WRITING DESKS.
MORE GOODS ARE ARRIVING EVERY DAY AND OUR STOCK IS
THE LARGEST IN THE CI I Y FROM WHICH TO MAKE YOUR SELECCALL AND SELECT WHAT YOU WISH, AND WE WILL
TIONS.
SET IT ASIDE FOR YOU FOR XMAS DELIVERY.

O.W. STRONG & SONS
it what you have a right to expect In
We
the filling of your prescriptions.
will stand or fall by our prescription
work because we know it is up to the
standard. Twenty years' experience.

Geo. B. Williams, Druggist
117

West k'ailioad Ave.

Seats will be on sale at 9 a. m.
Monday, Nov. 17th, at Matson's.

'

'

COPYR
A THANKSGIVING TURKEY
should be fat, juicy, tender and well
browned In the baking, and then you
have a dish fit for the gods.' We have
ordered a special lot of extra bred
turkeys, corn fed, rice fed and eVea
chestnut fed, whioh will be of that
delicious flavor that will make your
mouth water before you have tasted it.
Order your turkey before Thanksgiving If possible, and we will furnish
you with any kind of a bird ,that yoa
'
may desire.

Prices: 91.00, 75c and 50c

1.

n

CHRISTMAS GOODS

...Th'e Utmost Care...

CONTEST,

Fu-trell-

200-to-

Good Fresh Milk.
You get 1G quarts of good fresh milk
for $1.00 from Albers Bros', dairy. ry
us once.

'

county recorder as the Rising Sun min
THE ART CLUB.
These claims
ing group In Rociada.
Batch of Intereating Topics From a embrace some first class prospects.
Members Will Meet Tonight and Enjoy
Jortherrr Town.
The directors of the Business Men's
Themselves.
fitwwtal rnrrflflnnni1piir0
Protective association elected the folThe Art club will entertain with a
18.
serve
until
Isaac
night
to
Vegas,
N.1W., Nov.
lowing officers last
jas
swell banquet tonight. The artistic
Sacharach and wife left this afternoon the first of the year: President, James taste of artists, which Is always in
for New York and other points east for A. Dick; first vice president, T. W. their mouths on banquet night, is in
a stay before 'sailing Tor Europe the Hay ward; second vice president, Ike excellent shape.
Davis; secretary, George Fleming, and
latter part of .the jnoatb.
A meeting and banquet was held last
Rev. W. H. Williams, the drummer treasurer, C. D. Boucher. The associa- week, but being a secret organization
tion promises to accomplish much good the proceedings were withheld on acvices here and at Albuquerque a short for the merchants interested ' and count of matrimonial affairs. The arJust received, a fine line of Brussels
time ago, went through last evening on should make the road of dead beats a tists do not wish to aiter the harmony
and Ingrain art squares, also velvet
No. 7 witn his wife en route south to hard one in Las Vegas.
of matrimony which is liable to In- and axminster carpets. Our prices and
Vallejo, Cal.
There are prospects for another volve testimony requiring alimony.
e
terms are within the reach of all.
Rabbi J.'H. Kaplan, who has been leaching mill at Tecolote mines to be
Several fine paintings were present
Co.
Furniture
spending a few days In the city and erected at once, and it is even claimed
ed and pictured, but as the scene of
2
who occupied the pulpit at the syna by those Interested, who are local par
artistic work was in the slums of
gogue last Friday evening, left yester- ties, that their mill will be done before the
TRIMBLE & CO.
New York, they could not be produced W.
one to be erected Is All the artists present had
day evening for his home in Albuquer the large
street,
between Railroad and
Second
little
their
que. The rabbi mad many friends in completed. The mill is only to. be a 20
Copper avenue
paint and did some love
buckets
of
red
the city duciaevJUa. short stay.
ton one and will use the process in ly daubing. All specimens submitted
tknA laftw DnaannralH
and Moles bought and exchang
laaaa Anna
auwsb aiuu
4fims
ei.w tuvunaii vented by Dr. Standlsh; of "IhTrTlty. must be richly and lavishly decorated Horses
ed. Lfrery, Sale, Feed and
of Albuquerque, arrived here last eve The projectors are local people, most or they will be criticised by the critic
Tansfer Stables
ning for a visit with the ' Rosenwald of whom live on the west side. The of art, music and literature, who critt
..
tamlly of this city....
,
more the merrier, and the sooner the cises the artists for doing a thing he BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
H. M. Porterf Of Denver, and J. T. vast material' wealth of New Mexico Is would not do In a way he
could not do
Address W. U TRIMBLE fc CO,
Cunningham : left ' yesterday 'evening brought to the attention of the world. If he would.
Albunuerque. N. M.
for their ranch down in Socorro county
The supplies and blasting powder
There wjll be several guests of
papers, 25 cents per
to look after their stock interests.
was sent out today to Tecolote for the honor
banquet tonight, among FOR SALE Old
hundred, at the Citizen office.
Wedding Invasions have been receiv- Las Vegas Copper company's mill and them at the
will be a i?rother artist from the
ed here for the marriage of Miss ground will be broken tomorrow. The Oberle Stock company, who with his
Madge Wagner Heydt to George Hub-Je- company will blast several benches in
artistic qualifications kept the house
brother of Mrs. Herbert Romero, the mountain on which to erect heir in an uproar
O. A. MATSOJi, Manager.
at "The Big Casino."
.
i
i
l II
by
mill and the work wjll be done
Oberle, ltolanco and' Norrle liave
"Min.
gravity.
It will take a couple of
ameinbleda company of artlata that
THE BIQ CASINO.
never beu equalled In the boh th went."
There was a lively time over on the weeks to get the benches cut, which
I'hoenix, 4rl , Dally Kepubllcan, Octofeet wide and twenty Presented by a Good Company at the
west side about 8 o'clock last night. A must be thirty-siber 10, 100,1.
.
IP
v.,
on l.llln' full feet high.
Uan.A
ArtlnoJ
Colombo Hall Last Night
NOV. 17, 18. i?f 2 and 22
and went into Weld's and bought some
The condition of Leo Tipton, who
The Oberle Stock company, in pre- FIVE HIGHTS
cartridges for bisgun. Going outside has. been suffering with typhoid fever senting "The Big Casino" last night, COMMENCING
II HW "
ha began shooting up the town and for some time, Is steadily improving, depicted the humorous side of the
I I
lad everybody hunting a corner in a and be is on the road to recovery.
home of a mother-in-lawith fidelity
H.
SATURDAY.
MATINEE
8PECIAL
Barton are the and gave a panorama of the complica
short time. The police took out after
Mr. and Mrs. J.
Aim and ha dodged in the Plaza hotel happy parents of a new baby boy. The tions of married life, which ends hap
'
THE FAMOUS-ORIGINA: iT
sad was finally ; captured and started little man came last night.
pily and hilariously after four acts of
jalL
got
. Just before the police
for
him
There will le a foot b&H game here merriment and excitement.
Thomas
f.9 Jail, he broke away and ran like a Thanksgiving' between- the' Normal Oberle, as a great ftctor and manager,
' scared wolf, dodged down alleys and team and
the Indian school boys of brought forth shouts of laughter by his
Unabridged and Unapproachable.
escaped. The policeman shot several Santa Fe and it. promises to be quite dramatic poses and facial expressions.
times ai him, but could not bring him interesting. ,
PRESENTING
A gentle ripple of mirth was in evi
down and the police on this side had - Mrs. R. J. Taupert, who has been dence whenever Mr. Oberle was on the Monday, Nov. 17 "The Lost Paradise"
spenuvng several months at her old stage. Mr. Louis Belmour, as the old
ot located him' this morning.
1S "Tht Big Casino."
There were si drunks taken in in home in Iowa, Is expected to return professor, his young nature being sub- Tuesday, Nov.
. jected to the orders of a strenuous
"Th Octoroon."
Wednesday, Nov. 1
old town last night. Peculiar, isn't it, Friday.
so long after election.
The copper trolley wire is strung
Thursday, Nov. 20 (No performance)
8uit has been entered by the West- over the entire line now, and Is ready
ern Investment company against Louis for the current as soon as the fasten
Friday, Nov. 21 "A Woman's Honor."
of suffering' from Indigestion If you eat
P. Clutton to quiet title to a large tract ings are made to the cross wires.
you
what
want, or of starring yourself Saturday. Nov. 22 "I'm a Liar."
M. E. Blake, A. J. Brooks, Arthur to
f land in Colfax county.
avoid
such
Acker's DysSaturday Matinee, Nov. 22
W. H. Jobe, the former manager of Whlttler and W. B. Twltchell returned pepsia Tablets distress?
taken after eating will
"The Lost Paraddise."
the Dunn Builders' Supply company, this afternoon from their sojourn digest your food perfectly and free
lias filed petition In bankruptcy, giving down in the Hamilton mining district you from all the disagreeable sympComplete and Powerful Acting
as his liabilities 122,000, and his assets Mr. Blake says the Hamilton mine is toms of indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat Full,
Scenic and
Company Elaborate
you want ot any time and take an
as the row of flats on tne lower end of putting in new steam pumps and air wnat
Mechanical Equipment All ProPositively
compressors and are pushing develop Acker tablet afterward.
Douglas avenue.
guaranteed. Your money will always
ductions Given in their Original EnPaul Butler. Blanche Butler Ames ment fast there. He also reports his be refunded if
you are not satisfied.
Finished, Faultless Flawless!
tirety.
up
B.
looking
fine,
W.
as
as
and the Union Land & Grazing com' claims
Write to us for a free sample. W. H.
pany have filed suits in ejectment Twltchell and the gentlemen say there Hooker & Co., Buffalo. N. Y. J. H. Prices25c735cT50c and 75c
Seats ready at Matson's Book Store
against twelve defendants who have is a fine outlook for riches in that dis O'Klelly & Co., and B. II. Bring" & Co,
been living on the Mora grant.
trict. A big strike on Indian Creek
J. Santos Esqutbel, the republican was made only last week.
Frank Blair, of Princeton, Ind., has
as assessor,
candidate for
and Pablo Jaramtllo, the republican Just bought three cars ot native calves
candidate for probate clerk, have put to ship back to Indiana to cross with
CALL AND EXAMINE
OUR
in a contest of the election under the the stock there. A sale of three more
LARGE LINE OF
cars is also reported to another party
claim that the ballots of the
ent republican party were headed with to go to California for the same
a flag, the adopted emblem of the reg
t?i Dawson went up to Raton today
ular republican party, with a view to
deceive and that many voters were so and will look after t'..e shipment out of
cars of
deceived in casting their vote. A mini there tomorrow of thirty-fivher of the best lawyers have been en cattle to go cast.
gageu ana tne contestants leei conn
BELEN BREVITIES.
dent of their success. The papers of
the case were ready Jo file today and
the case will tome up before Judge Bowlers of This Enterprising Town
Enjoying tha Sport.
Mills Boon.
School district No. C4 has an enroll Special Correspondence.
Helen, N. M., Nov. 18. The lowllng
ment of 146 pupils now, which Is larger
than this time last year and the direc tournament committee of the Hey Day
tors feel confident that the enrollment (lull has completed its arrangements,
will noon reach 200. Improvements are and the first of the series of games
also being made on the outbuildings of were rolled lant evening. There are
six teams contesting fur first honors,
the si'bool to the amount of $70.
'
Mining claims Rising Bun, Cordelia namely, the "We Wills," captained by
113-11- 7
b'outh
Street
Amador, Hazel, Lucky Dane and Fair P. B. Dalies; "The Benedicts," by
'
AH
Americans;
jweather have been registered with the Charles Reinken; the
LAS VEGAS LACONICS.

o

City Pound Sales.
One bay horse, weighs about 900
pounds, marked "S" with an under bar
on left fore shoulder; one sorrel horse.
marked "J. A. N." and "J. A." on left
ilp; one dark brown horse marked '"H"
on right hip; one white horse marked
with a spar on left hip; one dark brown
horse marked "H" on left shoulder,
will be sold Wednesday morning, at 10
o'clock, at the city pound.
THOS. McMILLIN,
City Marshal.

M

Wm. Fariv

t

.

j.

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

COLOMBO HALL

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Sash, Dors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime.
Cement, Glass Paint, etc.

More! Looks Bestl Wears Longest!
Most Economical! Full Measure!

First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

1

MONDAY.......hUli

7

IT IS NOT TOO
EARLY

L

OBERLE STOCK GO.

What Is the Use

Carving Sets

Pocket Knives
Scissors and
Plated Ware

a"Wliitnev
first

House Furnishings

.

to think about Photographs for Christ
s
mas. Remember that a dozen

117

Photo-eraDh-

Gold Avenue

make twelve nice Christmas

Heating Stove from $2.50 up
Furniture, Ranges, Stoves,
Art Squares, Crockery '
Beautiful Iron Beds, Mattresses
and J Springs

Do not delay too long he
fore making your engagements for sittings.

BUTMAN'S STUDIO
215 RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Win. Glaesncr,

..Borradaile s& Co..

Taller.
Automatic 'phone 574
2164

it.

.

presents.

South Beeond Street.

AlbnqnerqfWM

Have Your Carriage Repaired....
WE ARE SHOWING A NICE
LINE OF

Ilarness Repaired.

Carriage repairing"3

HIACKHMTH

Horses Shod With Us

Plated Coffee
and Tea Pots

We Guarantee-

OF THE LATEST DESIGNS.

Qoiirxiiv.

Our

-

Work
Our Prices Are Lower
Than Ever Before. .

J.

Korber.&

Co.,Kr!

Comer First Street and Copper Avenue,

Albuquerque,

N.

M.

THESALBUQUEKQUE DAILY" CITIZEN
HOTEL ARRIVALS.

FA I R

.....T H E

Alvarado.
H. R. Melnlcke. Cincinnati; 8. C.
Drake and wife. Cleveland; A. F.
J. M. Kunts, Chicago; P. C.
Ellis, M. D., Ghent. Ky.; F. S. Stanley,
Denver; Dr. W. C. Keith and wife, Boston; Ira O. Whitney, Dubuque, Iowa;
Maria Vollhommer, Brooklyn; W. H.
H&tton, New London; Ed C. Conliff,
Webb City. Mo.; R. A. Davis. Chicago;
T. Hockmeyer, St. Louts; Mrs. L. S.
Laughlln, Pecos; C. E. Hill. Kansas
City; J. W. Rapaport. Rochester; C. H.
Elmendorf, Santa Fe; C. A. Sluss, Wichita; J. Sexton, J. S. Smythe, Douglas, Arizona; II. McCreary, Kansas
City.
Sturges European.
Wm. Bilslend. C. A. Gideon, Wood
River, Neb.; J. C. La Masters, Los
J. J. Woods, St. Louis; W. S.
Rlsh worth, R. M. Carley, Golden; Victor B. Bloom, New York; C. A.
Corrales; E. F. Badershaw, W.
H. Dunlap, II. J. Shull, Denver.
Hotel Highland.
B. E. Payne and wife. Los Angeles;
C. C. Johnson, Belleville, 111.; Delia
Greene, Las Vegas; S. A. Nallle, El
Paso.
Grand Central.
Harry L. Cutler. Denver; H. C.
Boulder, Colo.; E. J. Reynolds,
Chicago; Chas. F. May, New York.
Hop-enber-

ESTABLISHED 1886.

.Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionwaro, Delf-worTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee-th- e
best with premium.
Give us a mil
n
N

o,

j. w. malette

Lu-na-

Qon-sale-

Arm-stron-

AN OLD FASHIONED

THANKSGIVING DINNER
was always a bounteous repast, and
was made an occasion of general rejoicing, and the dining room was made
as attractive as possible. Everyone
should have the dining room look
cheery and bright for this festive occasion, and a new sideboard, table, china
closet, chairs or buffets from our
stock will kave .. the desired
effect. We guarantee all our goods as
represented, or your money back.
West End Viaduct
Cor. 8eeond Street and Gold Avenue

Frank Tomci &Bros.
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town W. ich employs
first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novettlee In the
finest
Imported
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the leading cloth firms of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gentlemen dressers. Satisfaction guaranteed or no sale.

IMWMIHIIIMIMIMHtMMMMIimilllHH

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
To-pe- ka

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flour noy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
A B. McMillan.

THERE IS NOTHING
LIKE LEATHER ....
and there is nothing in the city like the as- -.
sortrnent of leather pocketbooks. gent's
traveling cases, etc., etc.', that we will be
glad to show and quote special prices.

the Jeweler.

Watch inspector A., T.

&

S. Ft

Still a Growing
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snag amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the yery best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHA8E A SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club Mouse. We also have a full line of blended coffees
ct prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most cf the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
keep the very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
In the territory.

A. J. 1V1AL0Y, 214

W. Railroad Ave

uoooooceooocooooccoro
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.

lieu

1

Note All classified advertisements
or ra'l.er "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this of
fice not later than t o'clock p. m.

doubtedly be even a greater success
than the first. This attraction will be
at Colombo hall one night, Thursday,
November 20.
Premium hams and bacon, fresh
stock, nice boiled hams, chipped dried
beef, pickled pigs feet, pickled corned
beef, all kinds fresh sausages at the
San Jose Market.

ALBERT

FABER,

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Headquarter for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtain, Blanket
House Furnishing Good.

HONEY TO LOAN

o

1

On Furniture,

Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time is Klven.
Wltnout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

Conductors Visit Grand Canyon.
Conductors Heady and Hall returned
from the Grand Canyon of Arizona
this morning. Conductor Harney returned yesterday morning, and Conductor Frost is now arranging to make
his trip to the great wonder. The
Santa Fe's company's new plan Is to
let all Its conductors see the Grand
Canyon, so they can talk Intelligently
upon the subject to passengers en
route to the Immense chasm. While
Messrs. Heady and Hall were at the
canyon, the Crown Prince and party
The prince went
were also there.
down the trail and rode just like any of
us common people astride one of the
sure footed pack animals. "He was
pleased with the trip," says Conductor
Heady.

can never accuse you of poor
taste If you get your new carpet from our store, a wi
have 'this Fall trie most superb line ef new Carpet ever
shown In Albuquerque. Their
special point of beauty I In
correctness of pattern and
color, and- we guarantee
In durathem to be matchle
bility. W also offer splendid
values In Matting, Linoleum,
OH Cloth and all1 kind of
Draperies.

LOST OR STOLEN Pocketbook con
taining two checks on First National
bank, one for $240 and one $15. J. F.
Ohde, C. C. Shultz blacksmith shop,
Copper avenue.

'

WANTED.
Physicians Prescribe It
Many broad minded physicians pre- WANTED A horse for the winter for
Bids for Transport Service.
scribe Foley's Honey ani Tar, as they
Its keep; best of care will be taken
Nov. 19. Pursuant to have never found so safe and reliable
4 Washington,
of It. Address "A. D," this office.
an order of the war department bids a remedy for throat and lung troubles WANTED The public to
know that
are to be opened simultaneously today as this great medicine. Alvarado
Roosevelt rooming house has
the
at Seattle, Portland and San Francisco Pharmacy.
changed hands; first class rooms;
for the transportation of government
309 and 311 Railroad avenue. Levi
troops and supplies to the Philippines.
THE NEW STAMPS.
Reynolds, proprietor.
Charges have been made that the govWANTED Situation by young man
DeIn
Included
Be
Will
The
the
Flag
ernment has been paying too much for
willing to do light work for board or
sign on the Two Cent Stamps.
transport service and as a consequence
wages. Address "A. G.," this office.
e
For the first time since 1869 the
the war department decided to adopt
WANTED To purchase good horse
flag
In
will
United
use
States
the
present
this method of comparing the
and buggy on easy payments, or hire
cost with that of a merchant marine a stamp design and It will appear In
by the month. The best of care will
2
stamps
which
the new Issue of cent
service.
be given. Inquire at Gleasner's tailor
Is now under preparation. The present
portrait of Washington used on the 2 shop, 216H South Second street.
HAIR NATURALLY ABUNDANT.
and printer.
cent stamp Is from Houden's profile WANTED Retoucher
Butman'a studio, 215 West Railroad
When It is Free of Dandruff, It Grows cast, but It will be succeeded by a phoavenue.
tograph of Gilbert Stuart's famous
Luxuriantly.
Hair preparations
and dandruff painting. The Stuart picture was ex- WANTED Ten men in each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute samcures, as a rule, are sticky or irritating clusively used up to 1847, and It was
ples and circulars of our goods. Salaffairs that do no earthly good. Hair, still used as late as 1870. The new 2
ary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
when not diseased, grows naturally cent stamp will contain the likeness of
expenses. National Soap Works.Chl-cago- .
luxuriantly. Dandruff Is the cause of Washington in the central oval. Above
s
of all hair trouble, and this, in a panel, will be the words
Manager of new branch of
dandruff Is caused by a germ. The "United States of America." Draped WANTED
our business here in Albuquerque.
s
only way to cure dandruff Is to kill the on each side and occupying about
Address at once, with references, Alof the length will be two flags
germ; and, so far, the only hair prepfred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
upon
forming
background
which
the
aration that will positively destroy the
Ohio.
germ is Newbro's Herpicide absolute- the oval seems to rest. Below the bust
Men to learn barber
ly harmless, free from grease, sedi- will appear the word "Washington" WANTED
Special
thirty day offer. More
trade.
In
figures
and
small
bis
the
dates
of
ment, dye matter or dangerous drugs.
experience in one month than shops
It allays itching instantly; makes bair birth and death. The flag is a favorite
In one year. Abundance of practice,
glossy and soft as silk. "Destroy the stamp emblem for republics but not
qualified teachers, tools presented,
cause, you remove the effect" dan- for monarchies.
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
druff. Send 10 cents in stamps for
and positions when competent Quick
WHITNEY TAKEN BACK.
sample to The Herpicide Co., Dept.
and practical method. Our system is
"F," Detroit, Mich.
well known. Established in 193.
Waa a Paroled Prisoner from the Kan
sas Reform School.
Branches in New Orleans, St. Louis,
JOHN MITCHELL
Joseph Whitney, jthe young negro In
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
dieted at Alamog6rdo in the Otero
If you want to be a barber write,
Life
Something of the
of Labor's Great county court for .'pointing a deadly
Moler System Barber College Repest. Leader.
weapon at WalteriHodge, was acquit
t
resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.
JJeprlred of hhi another within two. ted. Whitney waa. a paroled prisoner WANTED Active Catholic lady to
and of his father within four years, from the Hutchinsan, Kansas, reform
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
after bis birth on Februray 4, 1869 school, and on the request of the offictrial; permanent if satisfactory.
John Mitchell waa early in life left ers of that institution he, was held un
John Engwall, Lakeside Bldg., ChiIn the care of bis stepmother.
Ac til an officer could arrive and take him
cago.
cording to the Review of Reviews, his back and have Tilnl complete his senschooling was meager, and was se- tence.
FOR SALE.
cured only at intervals when there
Marlon Tally was Indicted for mur
was no demand for his labor on the der in the first degree for killing Bud FOR SALE A good gentle working
farm. Thrown upon his own resour- Clayton near Cloudcroft about three
horse for sale cheap; must sell Im
ces, when but thirteen years of age, be weeks ago. Ills trial is set for the
mediately. Yanow, 209 South Second
street.
entered the mines at his birthplace Erst Wednesday in May, 1903.
hi Braldwood, 111. Three years later,
The tramp who has been in the Ala- - FOR SALE A young Jersey milk cow.
Enquire at 815 Mountain road.
while employed in the mines at Brace- - mogordo jail for the past ten months
vllle, 111., he was brought under the in- charged with the 'murder of a man FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old 'papers, good for wrapping
fluence of the labor movement at that named O'Shea at Jarllla was dischargpurposes, cheap. Address, The Cltl-entime directed by the Knights of Labor. ed by the grand Jury.
AlbuQuerque, N. M.
It. made him restlesB, and, with the inRev. Mrs. Swank, spiritual medium
domitable will of his IrlHh parentage,
FOR RENT.
he set out determined to see some and clairvoyant, natural born medium,
thing of the world. He visited Colo- - born with a veil, developing or test FOR RENT Five room brick cottage.
rude, New Mexico and other western circle by appointment, medium quickly
Inquire at 218 South Walter street.
and southwestern states, working in developed. Don't fall to consult her. TO RENT Two furnished room for
the mines to support himself. Drifting Readings daily from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m.
light housekeeping, 206 South Broad
back to the- Illinois coal fields In 1886, Readings. $1.00. Room 38, Lindell
way.
315
hotel,
street.
8outh
First
Spring
be became a mine worker at
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms at
Valley, and took an active part in the
718 Kent avenue.
Distinguished Visitor.
trade union movement there as presiSliver City, will not be honored by a FOR RENT Flat of three room and
dent of the Knights of Labor "Local."
kitchen; modern improvements. Apyears of age he mar visit from tbe United States senators,
When twenty-twup
disapply to Thomas J. Topbam, Coyote
to
make
for
order
in
and
this
ried Miss Katherlne O'Rourke, of pointment, New Mexico
Senators Thos.
Water Bottling Works.
Spring Valley; five children have been
Hughes and George F. Albright, of Al- FOR RENT Odd Fellows' hall, fifth
born to them, of whom four are liv buquerque,
Wednesday and Saturday for dances,
came into town on yestering. At one time he served as presiday's
over
until
parties, etc.
See A. D. Johnson,
remained
and
train
dent of the Spring Valley Board of evening. They were accompanied by
agent.
education.
Thomas S. Hubbell, of Bernal- FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
Thirsting for knowledge he read Sheriff
The gentlemen stated
illo county.
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths,
his
came
within
everything
that
In
be
to
of
mission
Englewood, 205 North Second
their
the
interest
Tbe
reach; joining debating societies, ath
street, Stiong block.
lellc associations, independent politi- the next territorial fair, but as a matcal reform clubs and various social ter of fact It was of a political nature.
MISCELLANEOUS.
organizations, in which many oppor All are good fellows and their many
were
too
glad
only
City
Silver
friends
came
exercise
bis
DIAMONDS, watches and silver novel
tunities
to him to
mental faculties and to cultivate the to see them, no matter what their busities at factory prices. Money refundneBS.
Independent,
srt of speech making. A ready talker
ed If not satisfactory. Send for Illus
with great personal magnetism, he
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
Try Mrs. Acker's potato cakes and
nulckly formed friends, and was rapid home made mim e meat.
Diamond company, '37 Maiden Land,
ly promoted to positions of honor and
New York city.
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M. IMPROVED
trust.
Automatic Gasllghter,
With his frugal habits and compar Mandeh's.
lights gas without mctehes; Just Im
atlrely small salary, there Is no place
ported; sensational rarvel. Sample
Music 10c.
10c
for "high living" or excesses that un25c, dozen $1.50. Djn't delay; get
now
on
have
sale
Hall & Learnanl
dermine mental vigor. In any indussome today. Hamburger Gasllghter
trial or commercial pursuit his mark- the complete line of standard sheet
Co., 79 Fifth avenue, Chicago.
ed ability for organizing and leading music contained in the Gem Catalogue
TO LOAN.
men would command many times his of the National Misic company. Call
or write for a f - catalogue. It will j,0(iO Money to loan on good real espresent yearly salary of $1.8o().
save you time ani money.
tate security. M. E. flickey, Crom"A Wise Member."
Ml'SlC 10c.
10
well building.
After a r.itbt with "A Wise Mem
Pay your taxSee notice of col- her" an enthusiastic writer for the Cin
Notice to Tax Payers.
cinnatl Enquirer, says: ' "'A Wise lector in another ilnnin.
Notice is hereby given that the first
story
which
a
Member' not only tells
Home made iu' aI, cakes and pies half payment of tbe tanes for lftoU are
keeps the average auditor in constant
duo and payable, and that the same
Keleher avenue.
at
Mrs. Ackers,
anticipation, but is filled with crisp
will become delinquent on December 2,
nappy, bright and witty lines, the dev
The Mutual Hu.i'ling association of Vjh2, ou which date tbe usual penalties
songs
and Albuquerque is managed at a very will ue aibled.
ercbt
toia!
catchiest 'coon' melodies, ridiculously small expense. Tbe stockholders and
CUAS. K. NEWHALI..
funny scenes and situations vaudeville borrowers thereby deriving the special
Tax Collector.
featurt-that are absolutely new and benefits that n:u-- t loan associations
you
If
want
avoid
to
yet
the penalty,
in keeping and in good pay to their
Startling,
!!'.'' is and solicitors.
pay
your
1.
taxes
hefore
December
taste, scenery and stage accessories Buy some h
In
the
series
o
that appeal to the eye, terpsichorean begun in Octoli- r. take out a loan and
bread,
Home made
cakes and pies
achievements that cannot be excelled own your honi
by making small
a fund of humor that holds one In con- monthly payments, Instead of paying at Mrs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.
stant merriment from the rise to the rent. A. E. Walker, secretary.
Subscribe for tbe Citizen.
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OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, 0 rain
and Provision.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
elepnone xmo. 115.

Carrtes tbe XafgMt
4 float BstMMlve

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CLUB iBUILDINO.

tockaf

3f

StapleOroceHes

specialty .

Car lets

taw.

feaa

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque

nine-tenth-

9O0O0O0O9O9O9O9O9O9O9O9O4)$tO0O9O9OOO9O0O9OQO9O4)O9O0O

two-third-

,

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP

3.
ij.y, bits

& OO.

'"'New

MEXICO

Wool Pullers. Tanners
and Manufacturers
ALBUQUERQUE,

v

tl

!

.

manufacture Leather Pant, Coats, Moccasin,! Blacksmith
t
.
'
Apron, and make Angora Rug.
W do Custom Tanning of Hldea, Skin and Fur. : Satisfaction
guaranteed. We pay the highest price for Pelts which wi us In
making our leather good.
Don't fall to examln our exhibit at the fair- .W

tO0000O..O)00
O0000i!009om
ALBUQUERQUE
'

j

3. ,J7

.i

.

J

Planing Hill ,C6Hy
;. rf
"

'

MANUFACTURERS OF

r

!

m

Mouldings. Store Front$; ';; .;:,
Sash. Doors,
a.
.
1
i a.
ana
aiore riAiures.
unite
'

-

'

!

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kind to' Order.
-Mall Order Solicited.
'
"
STREET.1
403 SOUTH FIRST

fKS00
Vt-j-

...
.

1

KEttY&CO.

GROSS,

C

1

j

A

l

(Incorporated)

:,

';',

!

-

-

WHOLESALE

GROCERS.

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle

.

j

.

,,,

K. C. Baking Powder

Navajo Blanket, .
Curtice Canned, Good,
Colorado Lard anl Meat.
I
1
House at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M EAST LAS

-

orTiNfci-

VEGAS, N. M. AND GLORI ETA, N. M.

PIONEER BAKERY
Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

SIMON BALLING,

Weddmg : Cake : a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
s
baking.
guarantee
Albuquerque, N.
207 8. First St.,
first-clas-

I

Telephone Service

:

0

TOU WANTT

K

QUICK AND RELIABLEI

C;

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
. ND TELEGRAPH
CO.

HOTEL

LIQUORS

& CIGARS

We handle everything In our line

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Williams
Louisville, Kentucky.
S.

;:

X00000000
CLAIRE...

MELINI & LAKIN

Ill

18 17

SANTA FE, N. M.

West Railroad Avenue.

WHOLESALE

First St.,

Albuquerque, N.

M.

,

y.

0

CIGARS
13

-

M.

JOE RICHARDS,

-

i

COMHERCIAL

and

'

Your Thanksgiving Friends

s

LOCAL

8

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

.

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Depository f or the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.0?
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits.
$200,000.00

0

r

CLASSIFIED ADS.

fall of the curtain, and best of all. a
cast of unusually clever people. The
second season of this play will un-

post-offic-

Futrelle Furniture Co.

T. Y. Maynard,

f

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 19 1902

PROOF,
ELECTRIC
FIRE
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
SANITARY
BATHS AND
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
ROOM
LARGE
8AMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN- -

GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

ooooo-ccoo-

o

'.

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN WEDNESDAY .NOVEMBER 19 1902
Santa Fe river at present, despite the
recent
rains and snows. But the deep
snow in the mountains asures a good
water supply for the near future.
'I
the fate of sufferer from dyspepsia and Indigestion
l
The opera house project Is not dead.
I If your food remains undigested It can't build up the
I
I body. In fact, It does actual damage by decaying la the It Isn't sleeping, but Is quietly coming
,
U
to a focus. Manager A. M. Dettelbach
stomach and poisoning the system.
Itarrftuf
-- . A
Is booking no attractions for the present because he has no available place
to put them on the boards.
The monthly report of W. J. McPher-bon- .
city treasurer, shows that on NoKodol is the sensible remedy. By digesting what yon
eat It strengthens the body and at the same time rest vember 1 there was a balance In the
the stomach. This rest soon restores perfect health. salary fund of $145.18; In the 1899 tax
Cathartics and stimulants only reach the symptoms. fund, $86.91; In the 1900 tax fund,
Kodol cures. It is Nature's tonic.
fund, $1.
$162.30; In the contingent
Five years asro tdlvtM the doctors called dyspepsia took ucta a hold on me that I conld During the month of October there
earrely pro. I took quantities of pepsin and other medicines, hut nothing helped me. As a
drowning; man (trapnt a straw I grabbed at Kodol. I felt an Improvement at once, and attol wag paid out on warrants, $1,168.16.
GBonoa 8. Markh, Attorney-at-Laa few bottles am sound and well.
Nocona, Tex.
Since November 1, City Treasurer
has received from Major Fred
The Hbottlecontlns2H time asmarti (actual measurement) as the trial sire which sells for 50c Muller, tax collector and county treasITepared by E C. PeWItt ftCo.. Chicago, fold hy all deslers.
urer, $251.68 for the general city fund;
tewitrs wild Hazel salve
$45.47 for the interest fund, and $125.76
for the school fund.
J. H. ORIELLY ft CO., A ND B. H. BRIGOS ft CO

Dido-

"fifflreffliilaDira

fSy
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It can't help but do you good.

M8,

Best Liniment on Earth.

New Mexico Towns

I. M. McMany, Greenville, Texas,
writes, Nov. 2, 1900: "I had rheumatism last winter, was' down In bed six

weeks; tried everything, but got no
icllef, till a friend gave me a part of a
bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment. I
used it and got two more bottles. It
cured me and I haven't felt any rheumatism since. I can recommend Snow
Liniment to be the best liniment on
earth for rheumatism." For rheumatic, sclat'.c or neuralgic pains, rub in
Ballard's Snow Liniment, you will not
suffer long, but will be gratified with a
speedy and effective cure. 25c, 50c
and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
B. Ruppe.
.

LAS CRUCES.

who are sailors on the battleship Oregon. She was joined at this point by
her husband, who was here representIs in ing the Racine Shirt company, of Racine, Wis.

From the Progress.
O. V. Mossmau, of Earlham
town.
S. P. Ascarate returned from Mexico this week.
W. S. Gilliam, of Earlham, was in
town.
Jeff Isaacs came down from the I
mountains.
O. A. Bennett was in from Organ
the fore part of the week.
Sam Newberry has gone to Mexico
1c the intsrert of Barber & Townsend,
taxidermists, cf El Paeo, to collect
material for them. He will probably
be gone all winter. His father. S. H.
Newberry, will conduct the livery stable business during his absence.
Mln:nj Expert F. S. Cronk, of St.
Louis, representing the Hancock Mining company, arrived here on his way
to the gold camp, where he goes to investigate the company's property. The
company owns several claims in the
district an l If the investigation proves
satisfactory about $20,000 will be spent
on each of the cla'.ms.
From the Citizen.
8. P. Ascarate is back from his ranch
in Mexico.
i
Frank Amador is back from his trip
to the grading camp.
Pat Breen was in this week from the
Elack Prince mine, east of Organ.
Considerable assessment work Is
now being done In the Organ moun
tain mining district.
Ph. Freudenthal. wife and his sister,
Mrs. Solomon, of Solomonvllle, Arlzo-- 1
arrived here last Saturday to d
tend the silver wedding of Mr. and
Mrs. A. Jacoby, which was celebrated
laBt Sunday. All present were royally
entertained and had a good time.
at-le-

A Dangerous Month.
This Is the month of coughs, colds
and acute catarrh. Do you catch cold
easily? Find yourself hoarse, with a
tickling In your throat and an annoying.cough at night Then, you should
always have handy, a bottle of Bal
lard's Horehound Syrup. J. A. Ander
son, 354 West Fifth St.. Salt Lake City,
writes: "We use Ballard's Horehound
Syrup for coughs and colds. It gives
immediate relief. We know its the
best remedy for these troubles. I write
this to Induce other people to try this
pleasant and efficient remedy." 25c,
50c and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharma
cy, B( Ruppe.
-

A

Startling Surprise.

Very few could believe in looking at
a healthy, robust black- smith of Tilden, Ind., that for ten years
he suffered such tortures from Rheumatism as few could endure and live.
But a wonderful change followed his
taking Electric Bitters. "Two bottles
wholly cured me," he writes, "and I
have not felt a twinge In over a year."
They regulate the Kidneys, purify the
blood and cure Rheumatism, Neural
gia, Nervousness, improve digestion
and give perfect heaun. Try them.
Only EOc at all drug stores.
A. T. Hoadley,

SANTA FE.
From the New Mexican.
Miss Marginty M curiae, of Espanola,
is visltlrig friends in town today.
Superintendent H. O. Bursum, of the
territorial penitentiary, has returned
from bis sheep ranches In Socorro
county.
Superintendent of Forest Reserves I.
B. Hanna will return from a vacation
trip to his old home at Kankakee, 111.
Dr. David Knapp, physician at the
penitentiary, on Sunday, had the misfortune at the penitentiary to fall from
a step ladder and to sprain an ankle
severely.
Sheriff-elec- t
H. C. Klnsell arrived
from Cerrillos. It was news to him
that an election contest is contemplat-na- ,
against him by Sheriff Marcelino
Garcia.
B. M. Read, Esq., returned from Las
Vegas where a severe operation was
yesterday performed uron Mrs. Read
for cancer of the breast. The operation
was successful, but Mrs. Read is in a
very crtical condition as a result of the
shock.
Invitations have been received in the
city to the wedding of Miss Aurella
Sandoval to Remlgto Mlrabal, at the.
parish church at Cebolleta on the
morning of the 4th of December. A reception and ball will follow the mar
riage.
Owing to the fact that the election
officers of Cerrillos precinct failed to
sign the official returns, the board of
county commissioners
has not yet
made out any election certificates for
the successful candidates, several of
whom speak of bringing mandamus
procedlngs against the Cerrillos elec
tion officers to compel them to sign the
election returns.
The clerical force of the court of pri
vate land claims la working on a re
port which gives a resume of the work
done by the court the past ten years
It will be ready by January 1.
There Is 'very little water In the

SAN MARCIAL.

From the Bee.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Sltherwood are
now residing at Tucson, Arizona.
Ed Le Breton is making preparations to ship mistletoe to eastern
points In large or small quantities.
W. G. Lane gives out the information that the wagon road from Big
Rosa to Rosedale Is nearly completed.
November 24, 25, 26 and 27 are the
dates of the great fiesta In the town of
Old San Marclal. It Is going to be
well attended.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Qutnlan left
for their home at Helper, Utah. Mrs.
Quintan's long visit to her parents was
to them a season of much pleasure.
Mrs. R. A. Shaw arrived here from
San Jose, Cal., Friday morning, to con
sult with her manager, Mr. Nisbet, regarding business matters.
Capt. Jack Crawford writes us that
he expects to be In New York City
bout November 20, and that his ad
dress will be at the Hoffman house.
Violent Attack of Croup Cured.
Last winter an infant child of mine
had croup in a violent form," says Elder John W. Rogers, a Christian Evan
gelist, of Fllley, Mo. "I gave her a few
doses of Chamberlain's Cough. Remedy
and In a short time all danger was past
end the child recovered." This remedy
not only cures croup.but when given as
soon as the first symptoms appear, will
prevent the attack. It contains no
opium or other harmful substance and
may be given as confidently to a baby
as to an adult. For sale by all druggists.
A
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Ayers

DUNBAR'S
REAL
ESTATE
COLUMN

Sarsaparilla
To know all there is to

LK.:

hiser farm, has had a well drilled 176
feet deep on the farm and the water
stands within thirty-sifeet of the
e
surface of the ground. With a
power gasoline engine and a
Woods pump he raised 425 gallons of
water a minute practically, one cubic
foot pi second.
A company has been formed to con
struct a large reservoir at the mouth
of the northern canal and in the southern part of the county. They have
arranged with the canal company to
use all surplus water for filling the
reservoir which, heretofore, has been
allowed to go to waste in the Pecos.
The parties composing the company
are D. A. Good, N. J. Fritz, J. C. Wilson, S. H. Reed and others.
Saturday morning a heavy draft
team, attached to a farm wagon and
elonglng to William M. Ferguson,
was left unhitched down near the depot. They became frightened at some
thing and ran away, and evidently
heading for home came up Main street.
When the corner of Second was nearly
reached Mrs. James Manning was just
driving away from Hampton's grocery.
She saw the team coming and attempted to drive ahead of them Into West
Second street, but a big truck, together with the building material piled in
the street, blocked her way and the
heavy farm wagon struck the rear
wheel of her buggy, overturning It
and throwing the occupant out. By
standers at once rushed to her assistance, but beyond a few slight bruises,
she was not injured, but the buggy was
roken some. The horses were caught
without further damage.
x

ten-hors-

Money to Loan on Good Real Estate

Security at Lew Rates of

Interest
FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to Cate; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street.
brick, on South
FOR RENT
Fourth street; $15 per month.
brick, East RailFOR RENT
road avenue; $18 per month.
adobe, corner
FOR RENT
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
S
houses; modern improvements;
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
locations.
FOR SALE Good
Gold avenue.

business

lots on

M.

flOORE

(ESTABLISHED 1880.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.

Know about a Sarsapa-

rilla, take Ayer's. Your
doctor will say so, too.
He orders it for pale,
thin people. Tested for
60 years.

J.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company

100x100 feet corner Coal
Next Door to Flrat National Bank.
avenue and Third street.
New Tele phone 222.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALI3 On a desirable corner In
brick house,
Fourth ward,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street,
room frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
WHOLESALE DEALERS
for 1,100; can be bought on installments if purchaser desires.
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
brick house and
FOR SALE!
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, 11,800. This
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OP WINES, LIQUORS AND
is a snap.
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. OR.
with bath, good stable. Lota 150x142
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
PRICES
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
4
GIVEN
out,
ON
acres of
APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENT8 FOR LEMP'S ST.
FOR SALE One mile
good, highly cultivated land, with
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.
Luck in Thirteen.
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
By sending 13 miles Wm. Splrey, of
Good house and stable. The place
T"
Walton Furnace. Vt.. got a box of
la in a fine location, near Mountain
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, that wholly
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
cured a horrible Fever Sore on his leg.
property; will be sold cheap.
Nothing else could. Positively cures FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
Bruises. Felons, Ulcers, Eruptions,
North Fourth street; bath room;
107 and 109 8. First Street,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Bolls, Burns, Corns and Piles. Only
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
5c. Guaranteed hy all druggists.
walks.
FOR SALE 2 lots, Gold avenue, near aWBBWSBWBWBWrBWPV!Jl
ROSWELL.
corner Third street; includes Albuquerque planing mill.
From the Register.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mentzer and child FOR SALE Fine place, South Broad
way; 3 lots, 150x142 feet; with wind
are here from Mansfield, O., to spend
mill and tank; good house, stable,
the winter.
chicken houses, alfalfa, good garden,
Mrs. E. A. Manny, sister of Mrs:
etc. Look at this property.
Chas. de Bremond, left for her home
at St. Louis after a pleasant visit of FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
over two weeks..
I
James Patton, of Tyrone City, Pa,, FOR SALE Fine house or 7 rooms,
Highroom,
oath
furnished;
in
with
trip
about
of
making
the
arrived here
LIGHT.
lands; splendid location; trees, sta
2000 miles In three days and three
COOL.
Mutual Telephone 143.
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
nights.
Eur to Wear.
Retain
sio pressor on
cash $50v, balance on Installments
J. C. Farrlngton, of Strong City,
Severest
Hip or Back.
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
Kansas, has been receiving at Portales
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenur,
Hernia.
No und entraps.
d
steers
until paid.
the 3000 head of
iwUh CnmfmU
Never moves.
he bought of the C. C. Slaughter cattle FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
rooms and bath room; electric lights,
company last summer.
and all modern improvements, in a
fine location. Price, 15,500.
cdobo house on
FOR SALE
that Kets your lungs sore and weak
corner of Fifth street and Slate ave
or
pneumonia
and paves the way for
nue. This house Is modern built and
consumption, or both. Acker'a Eng.
be sold at a bargain.
will
a
cough
In
stop
the
iish Remedy will
day and heal your lungs. It will cure FOR SALE The Kimball place, on
house;
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
all throat and lung troubles. Positive
ly guaranteed, and money refunded u
Price, $2,250.
not satisfied. Write to us tor rree sam FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Die. W. H. Hooker at Co.. Buffalo. W
Third street, between Tijeras road
.
Y. J. H. O'Pielly it Jo., ana a.
and Marquette avenue; good loca
Brlggs & Co.
tion for business.
brick house
FOR SALE Fine
B. A. SLEYSTER.
south of post office; will be sold
cheap.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
FIRE INSURANCE,
park, on West Copper avenue, good
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
bricK uouse, with all modern im
provements and will be sold cheap.
CROMWKLL BLOCK
KuOM3
urkk house near
FOR SALE
Automatic Telephone 174.
shops, with good stable and other im
1902
provements, on a corner; will be sold
1882
at a bargain,
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
4
jiW!
'f
Canned Goods. Dealers in
FOR SALE
frame house on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good lo
Staple and Fancy Groceries
cation.
214 South Second Street.
FOR SALE Some line corner lots on
llilsboro Creamery Butter Best on
West Coal avenue; also some good
Earth.
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
ranches for sale.
Free Delivery
Old erg Solicited.
Wheat, write to
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and board
Ing house in a good location and cen- JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.
BELEN, N. M.
trally situated, near depot and shops
new brick house
FOR SALE
Lot 50x142 feet
in Highlands.
In all lu tuea.
$1,000.
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
E'.jf's Cream Balm
avenue and Seventh street.
clvaiises, Kwthn and heaU
brick house; lot
FOR SALE
4
the
OR SALE:

...Bachechi & Giomi...
Vines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies

BACHECHI

''rom the Register.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mentzer and child

GIOMI

HGSK4K40404K4Kr0

AMERICAN

SILVER

B.

RUPPE,

TRUOG.

PRESCRIPTIONS

C

ROSWELL.

&

are here from Mansfield, Ohio, to spend
the winter.
Mrs. E. A. Manny, sister of Mrs.
Charles de Bremond, left for her home
at St. Louis after a pleasant visit of
over two weeks.
James Patton, of Tyrone City, Pa.,
'
here, making the trip of about
arrived
DEMING.
000 miles in three days and three
nights.
From the Headlight.
J. C. Fariington, of Strong City,
Mrs. Harris, wife of the popular con
Kas.. hag been receiving at Portales,
ductor on the Bisbee, spent the week
the 3,000 head of three year old steers
in Bisbee.
he bought of the C. C. Slaughter Cattle
It Is rumored that one of our promi
company last summer.
nent physicians will shortly leave for a
Mrs. E. O. Crelghton Is still confined
more profitable location,
to her home with an Injured foot caus
The Florida rooming house Is being
NEW COFFEE.
ed by the old family horse stepping
greatly improved and beautified under
upon It about two weeks ago. Mrs
the artistic brush of Alex Thompson
Army.
For the United States
Crelghton
is compelled to use crutches
thn painter.
by
Some soldiers are badly affected
Dr. T. J. Pollard left for Chicago on coffee drinking. The Hospital Steward to get around the house.
ordinance geems to
The
a business trip and while absent will in one of the army posts in the west
take a post graduate course In dentist says: "Though in the medical service have proved a success. The entire ab.
of some of the sights that forry at one of the dental colleges of that of the army, I suffered agony for two
greeted one'g eyeg on the
merly
city.
years from a case of chronic gastric In- is a great relief to all the civil
MeRsrs. Henry Myers, Chris Ralthel, HlffuflMnn fln.l nnw that f am frpA from
Ized people of the town.
J. Wlnfleld. Tony Ehrmann, Al Kuntz I
the to'rtureg atten(lant upon lti T at.
C. P. and J. C. Shearman received
and Ralph Byron composed a Jolly tribute It to the good effects of Pos
hunting party to Lake Palomas and re- turn Food Coffee, both as a food and as the sad news recently of the death of
their father, T. J. Shearman, at his
turned with 231 ducks mallards and a beverage.
home In Athens, Tenn. He was 8'
canvas backs,
"I used medicinal and mechanical
Work is being steadily prosecuted on means to relieve myself during those years old. His wife will remove to
all three of the new Mahoney struc two years and even though I bad left this nlace shortly, to live with her
tures, the office building on Spruce off the use of coffee, I did not find my sons.
Hon. Jerry Simpson Is about com
street, the room to be occupied by the self In any measure free until I had
pleting a handsome six room house oh
Palace Pharmacy and the addition to commenced using Postum.
the west side of Main stret, just south
the Adelphl club rooms, while the new
"Being In charge of a detachment of
Clark building and the AUlBon struc- the hospital corps, U. S. A., I, of course, of tho Hondo. The grounds are spa
ture have both reached the second had supervision of the mess, and by clous and will be beautiful and every
convenience of a home added. Messrs
story.
degrees I have Initiated into using
J. A. McCoy wag In from the Tres Postum, every member of the mess Trotter & Phillips have the contract
W. Grant Chapman, the republican
Hermanog district and reported that
of whom were formerly very loud candidate
for county commissioner,
Kinking on the main shaft of the Cln some
of anything wag taken ill with the grippe three
in their denunciation
cinnati mine wag begun on Tuesday 'manufactured.'
And, going still furth days before the election and is still
This will enable h!m to cross cut and er, I
have supplied it to our patients in confined to his home. His family had
get undrr the rich vein recently en
coffee; none have found fault nearly all been sick for some time be
countered In the east drift and the In lieu ofmany
have praised it highly, and fore he wag taken ill and they have all
tention is to begin stoplng this valua while
when returned to duty, have continued been laid up part of the time.
It curt-- catarrh and clrAca
ble ore as soon as possible,
Sebe Jouea, the well known cattle (wax a to' i lu lae hi id
Dr. Swope, Billy Gibson and Tom the use of it when it was possible, for
Word left for Hachlta. from which a soldier has an extremely hard time man, met with a painful accident last
llulin Is placed Into tl noUil.wad
Saturday, out east of the Pecos. Hi
point they will go over Into Mexico on in trying to choose his own food
ovt-membrane aud U absorbed. Kel.ef it iiu.
tin
not
past
eight
months,
For
was
the
thrown
and
he
game
him
with
horse fell
a bear hunt. Duck is too small
medial and a curs follow. It it not drying dotfor these gentlemen and It is to be hop- grain of coffee has been used in this striking on hla shoulders, dislocating not produce
huti Size, au cent at Drug"
eliu or bj mail; Trial S.ne.
ed that their aim will be absolutely hospital, and thankg to a cook whoI It. Mr. Jones was brought to tow
Warr-iStreet, New York
Sunday and Joyner & Yater set the In
ELY BUOTUKUS,
true when his bruinship makes his prepares Postum Just right there
Jury.
appearance before their anxious gaze a brilliant prospect of coffee taking
MEN AND WOMEN
Wm. Hamilton, father of Harry W
Mrg. 811igman Llndauer. of Chicago, permanent seat in the background.
l'a Biff s for onnai ot
through
afpassed
B.
who
the
Hamilton
has
"One
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Miss
Windy
Jean
and
James
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her
home
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several
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from
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here
ter a very pleasant
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rvMMli f larlaej.
PaitilMB. ami Dot aalrin.
days here, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. derg as he look back upon his suffer gheny City, Pa., where he is superin
ITHltVAttSCHEMJCAlCQ. foot or puui.uuua.
17?
his
with
Frank Thurmond and S. Llndauer. the ings and when cognizant of the cause, tendent of parks, for a visit
Sola fcy Urunliti,
Mrs. will shun coffee as be would a rattle children. He is a man whom it Is
or nt In pUio wrapper,
popular Pine street merchant.
for
br
xpri, prepaid,
i.7&.
.00. or J buttleLlndauer was en route from San Fran- snake." Name given by Postum Co. pleasure to all to meet.
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anti-splttln-

side-walk-

Belen Roller Mills

Just a Cough

AND ELEVATOR

12-1-

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

-

Nasal

IT. PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

CATARRH
dttu-aj,

-

60x142

feet;

$1,500.

Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention

house, North Sec
FOR SALE
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching:
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
Albuquraue- Nw Mezlc.
Street
North
Flr.t
with 501
FOR SALE Brick house,
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain,
frame house on
FOR SALE
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
Flour, Feed, Provision, Hay
FOR SALE Fine property close in
and Oraln.l
brick house and stable, modern Improvements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
Imported French and Italian
wind mill and tank; will be sold
DIALERS IN
Ooods.
cheap.
rooms,
12
LIQUORS.
FOR SALE Lodging house,
GROCERIES AND
Sole agents for 5aa Antonio Lime.
Good location; cheap.
Fret Delivery to all Parts of the City.
North Third Strtet
Old Phone 247
-

Toti & Gradi

E. H. DUNBAB

7
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of the roads.
He stated, however,
that nothing definite had come out of
the negotiations and that possibly
nothing of a definite character would
result. Should an agreement be reached, however, the result is likely to
give the Rock Island a Pacific outlet
by the way of the new line building
northwest from Tucumcarl to Colorado, where a connection would be
made with the Santa Fe. On the other
hand, the Santa Fe would get valuable
concessions which would shorten some
of its lines into the southwest. On
both sides the proposed agreement
would abrogate the necessity of building several lines, according to present
plans.

the Vanderbllt lines, the Reading, and
the Jersey Central, It is understood,
would not consent to It. The stand
taken by the dissenters Is due to the
conclusion that Interchangeable mileage would be a detriment to their
present arrangements in selling their
own mileage tickets.
It is probable, however, that the
lines who favored the proposition will
eo ahead and establish an Indenendent
bureau. They profess to be in no way
discouraged, ana ieei connaent there
will be a way whereby they can give
practical effect to their ideas and
prove that the sale of interchangeable
mileage is not only a good thing for
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs commercial travelers and merrhantn
and colds: reliable, tried and tested, but will also prove beneficial to the
safe and sure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
roads.

ff

w

Beer stored
and maturing
till mellowed

and ripened
into wholesomeness is "on
lager." All Anheuser-Busc- h
beers are thus "lagered" until
perfect for use.

Brewing Ass n

Anheuser-Busc- h

TWO

MONTHS' REPORT.

Rock Island Earned $3,411,768 in July

St. Loul. U. S. A.
of tfta famous Budw.laer, Mlchelob, Black A Tan, Fau.t,
Brvr
Anh.ua.r-StandarExport Fal. and Czqaisll.
Fal.Lac.r,

and August.
Accompanying its listing application
to the New York stock exchange the
All tritra fromplir filled fcy
Rock Island submitted the following
CHAS. W. KTTNZ, WHOLESALE DEALER, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. statement of its income account for
the two months ended August 31:
Gross earnings, $7,522,411; operating
if
expenses, $4,110,643; net earnings,
other income, $171,436; total
income. $3,683,204; taxes, $216,273; interest and rentals. $1,154,775; total deduction, $1,401,048; balance, $2,182,-156- ;
dividend on capital stock of the
The depot at Isleta la receiving a tori ally it is a gem. The story it tells company, $634,790; surplus, $1,55? ,306.
new coat of paint by the Santa Fe rail- is straightforward and convincing. In
way gang of painters.
He Could Hardly Get Up.
fact there is nothing the matter with
P. H. Duffy of Ashley, 111., writes,
W. S. Hopewell of the Santa Fe Cen- the California Limited, except that it
tral Railway company, started on a makes no direct connection with Santa "This is to certify that I have taken
Fe which gave the railroad its name two bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure and
trip over the line to Torrance.
Is the most in- It has helped me more than any other
William H. Hershey has entered the and which historically
I tried many advertised
town in the United States, medicine,
service of the Santa Fe as clerk at teresting
climatically
no equal and for scen- remedies, but none of them gave me
has
Vegas
preserving
works.
tie
the Las
ery and prehistoric ruins within its any relief. My druggist recommended
H. 8. Mott has severed his connec- reach, is second to no other place along Foley's Kidney Cure and it has cured
freight
tion with the Santa Fe railway
the Santa Fe or any other railroad. It me. Before commencing Its use I was
office at Deming and gone to Denver.
is a town every tourist wants to see, in such a shape that I could hardly
The tie preserving works at Las but which, strange to say, the Santa get up when once down."
Alvarado
Vegas started up with a large amount Fe Railway company Ignores.
Pharmacy.
of ties and piling on hand for treato
ment.
Bought Santa Fe Land.
The Best Remedy for Diarrhoea.
M. Kamon, a section foreman on the
enterprise
A new large industrial
"Some years ago, while at. Martins-burg- ,
BlBbee railway, was in Deming several
W. V., I was taken with cholera lies behind a purchase of factory propdays' during the week under the care of morbus, which was followed by diar- erty from the Atchison, Topeka &
Dr. Michaels.
rhoea. The doctor's medicine did me Santa Fe railroad, which was placed
Express Agent White has been trans- no good. I was advised to get a bot- on record Saturday, says a Chicago
ferred to a regular run on the Southern tle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera dispatch. The property comprises a
Pacific and Alexander Whitehead and Diarrhoea Remedy, which I did, tract of 115x599 feet In Eighteenth
takes his place In the express office and it cured me sound and well. O. A. street, 100 feet west of Campbell aveat Deming.
Morris, Embreeville, Pa. Sold by all nue, and the consideration is $28,000.
There are more railroaders laying druggists.
Title was taken by George Blrkhoff,
off, taking. a rest as it were, at Las
Jr. He was averse to saying for whom
Vegas, according to reports in the OpCOMPLETELY SWALLOWED.
he acted. He volunteered the statetic, than at any other division point In
ment, however, that an extensive manBurlington Stock All Withdrawn From ufacturing plant will be erected upon
the territory.
Market.
the
Dr. J. P. Raster, chief surgeon of
the premises.
The publication of monthly reports
the Santa Fe Railroad company, with
Dr. P. W. McConnell, was in Las Vegas of earnings has been discontinued by
Asleep Amid Flames.
yesterday. They are expected to reach the Burlington. No statement has been
Breaking Into a blazing home, some
August.
Owing
to
the
issued since
this city tonight.
firemen lately dragged the sleeping inThe new time card went into effect purchase of the road by the Northern mates from death. Fancied security,
Sunday. .The only changes are that it Securities company, it is said, all Bur- and death near. It's that way when you
places the flyer on daily, and changes lington stocks have been withdrawn neglect coughs and colds. Don't do It.
the time of 33 somewhat. The passen- from the market and have ceased to be Dr. King's New Discovery for Conquoted. Consequently the public has sumption gives perfect protection
ger trains are left undisturbed.
little interest.
No. 34, In charge of Conductor
against all Throat, Chest and Lung
which left Las Vegas Sunday
Troubles. Keep it near, and avoid sufWe sell tne greaies ef blood puri- fering, death and doctor's bills. A
night, went into the ditch at the upper
posBlood
a
fiers,
Acker's
Ellxer.under
stops a late cough, persistent
end of the Raton yards, Monday morn- itive guarantee.
It will cure chroning. Freight traffic was slightly de- ic and other blood
poisons. If you use and most stubborn. Harmless and
layed for a few hours as a result.
have eruptions or sores on your body, nice tasting, its guaranteed to satisfy
Night Operator W. R. Mize, of the or are pale, wet.k or run down, it Is by all druggists. Price 60c and $1.00.
Las Vegas yard office, has taken & Just what you need. We refund money Trial bottles free.
thirty-daleave of absence and gone if you are not satisfied. 50 cents and
Cut to Nine Hours.
J. H. O'Rielly & Co, and B. H.
east to spend it. During his absence $1.
ec Co.
The whole force in the mechanical
Operator Wright, formerly of Shoe- Briggs
department of the Santa Fe, at Newmaker, will officiate at night and OperAPPLY TOSANTA FE.
ton, Kan., with the exception of the
ator Hiseler during the day, while he
Buddhists and Mohammedan Priests round house employes, have received
is absent.
notice of a cut to nine hours a day.
Ask for Half Rates.
Foley's Honey and Tar always stops
The Southern Pacific, Santa Fe, and The boys will all get off at 5 o'clock
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuse their connections, are in receipt of a now and can go down town to do their
petition from a number of Buddhist trading before going home if they
substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
and Mohammedan priests, asking that wish. It will be very nice until their
The movement for the increase in they be given the courtesy of half next time checks are received, then a
wages paid to railroad men, and esfor overland trips. Christian change back to the old time of quitting
pecially to switchmen, appears to be rates
rabbis get that would not be undesirable.
ministers
spreading all over the country. Some courtesy, and Jewish
also Christian missionaries
of the increases have been granted vol- and
If you are bilious and sceKing advisCharity. The petition
untarily, and others almost immedi- urgesSisters of
ers,
be
should
discrimination
no
that
ately after the demands have been
Take DelWtt's Little Early Risers,
made against these Oriental priests.
made.
Just before going to bed.
You will find on the morrow,
On Minute Cough Cure
popucough
so
no
medicine
There is
only
You are rid of your sorrow
cough
Is
cure
the
harmless
that
lar as Foley's Honey and Tar. It con- gives quick relief. Cures coughs, colds,
That's all; just enough said.
tains no opiates or poisons and never croup, bronchitis, whooping cough,
t
These famous pills do nto gripe,
falls to cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
pneumonia, asthma, la grippe, and all move the bowels gently and eas.c
throat, chest and lung troubles. I got cleansing the liver. Their tonic effect
The Herald says: There Is a
secret in railroad circles here soaked by rain, says Gertrudde E. Fen-ne- gives strength to the glands, prevent
Muncie, Ind., and contracted a se- ing a return of the disorder. J. H
that the recent trip of Santa Fe officials over the Silver City and Hanover vere cold and cough. I failed rapidly; O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
branch lines was with a view to dis- lost '48 lbs. My druggist recommendTOO CONSERVATIVE.
posing of them to the Bisbee railroad ed One Minute Cough Cure. The first
brought
several
cured
relief;
bottle
ore
of
from
the
for the transportation
Eastern Railroads Refuse to Adopt In
Phelps-Dodgmines in Grant county. me. I am back to my old weight, 148
terchangeable Mileage.
Cough
Cure cuts the
If there' is any truth in this rumor, lbs. One Minute
The proposition to establish an inter
smelter at Dem- phlegm, relieves the cough at once, changeable mileage bureau for eastern
then a Phelps-Dodgdraws out inflammation, cures croup. trunk line territory between Buffalo
ing is certainly assured.
J. H. and the Atlantic sealoard has been deAn ideal remedy for children.
Cut this out and tace it to any drug- O'Reilly & Co.; B. II. Briggs & Co.
feated. The sale of interchangeable
gist and get a free sample of Chamber-'Iain'- s
mileage tickets by the Central and
NEW
LINE.
TRUNK
Stomach and Liver Tablets, the
Western Passenger association lines
best physic. They cleanse and Invigor- Tucumcari Branch May Be Used for has proved a great convenience to
ate the stomaca, improve the appetite
commercial travelers and small merOverland Traffic by Two Railroads.
and regulate the bowels. Regular size
A dispatch from Chicago, dated
chants who cannot afford to buy Indi25c per box.
17, says:
vidual mileage books of the large numRumor that there is a deal pending ber of roads over which they have to
"The California Limited" is the title
of a pretty little booklet, just publish- between the Santa Fe and the Rock travel, hor this reason efforts have
ed by the Santa Fe Railway company. Island regarding the Joint use of cer- been made lately to have the system
In appearance It is a delight to the tain tracKs in New Mexico was con- extended east of Buffalo and Pittsburg.
A majority of the roads, including
booklover for typographically and pic- - firmed yesterday by an official of one
d,
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the Pennsylvania, are said to have
been in favor of the proposition, but
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A Liberal Offer.
The undersigned will give a free
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets to any one wanting a reliable remedy for disorders of the stomach, biliousness or constipation. This
Is a new remedy and a good one. All
druggists.

NOVEMBER 19, 1902

Knsal Catarrh quietly yields to treat,
mout by Ely's ( ream Lalm, which is agreeably aromatic It in received through the
nottriln, clean ir and heals the whole surface over which it d..Tnsea iUeLT. l;rupzis!3
wrJf, 10
sell lite GOc. :z; Tr.c.1 Fi.:e
fcjro la cuuiiun
ccr.U. Test it ami oa

uj

j

the treatment.
Vnno?:::cc mcr.t.
To tceoi. zLiHlata t.n-- mI.o r.ru r.irlin.
to the ueo of auairrj i r.j'i '.yla l.qui lf
Into the
j asa if for t.:..irr,.t:l trciu
bUs, the J ropvKtoiU rrrftro Cream Lik''" ir
niu-r.-

liquid form, wbi. hw.llbe l.nnwn an L'.y'i
Liquid Cream Ln'n. Vtiva incliv'.Inff Cis
Drufgiuts cr Lj
spraying lube it
mail. Tho liquid form embodies tho niei
tcuvU properties oi' the solid preparation.

r

PARALLEL THE ORIENT.

Rock Island Said to Have Undertaken

T.ua Project.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
railroad is planning to extend its system to the Pacific coast. Information
has been received In Kansas City to
the effect that the company has in contemplation a line which will, In effect,
parallel A. E. Stilwell's Orient railroad, and that the road will be completed and In operation by January 1,
1905.
If Mr. Stilwell's plans Succeed
the Orient probably will be In operation by January 1, 1905.
The Rock Island now owns Its own
tracks to El Paso. It recently secured
control of the Rio Grande, San Madre
I Pacific railroad, extending southwest
from El Paso to Terrazas, Mexico, a
distance of 250 miles. From Terrazas
surveys have been made to the coast
through Tuluara and Santa Rosa, Mexico, following the course of the Rio
Mayo river to Santa Cruz, on the Pacific coast, from which point the coast
line is followed for fifteen miles into
Aglabampoo, the proposed western terminus. Concessions from the Mexican
government must be obtained before
the new line can be built, a proposition
which will be, It Is said, an exceedingly
difficult one to manage.

and Ingrowing nails. She gives masA.
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of com:
plexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and are
Fancy Groceries a
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Provisions
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; reAlbuquerque.
moves moles, warts and superfluous 923 8. Second St.
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder, which she
gnarantees to be free from all metallic
Railroad Time Tables
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegeta11
ble compounds. Give her a trial.
Automatic telephone CO.
Don't miss the opportun'ty to hrtve
your measure taken by an expeit flitter, direct from Strauss Bros.,
at our store, Monday and Tues(la effect June 1, 1902.)
day. Over 400 camples in the pieces
to select from. Simon Stern, Railroad
ARim E FROM THE NORT1L
avenue clothier.
No. 1. California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express.. lu:06 p.m.
8TOVE WORK.
No. S, California Limited.... 10 :60a.m.
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
stove work done and get a good Job by
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30a.m.
competent mechanics.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
8,
No. Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
An Expert Cutter.
SOUTH.
Direct from Chicago here on Monday No. 22,ARRIVES FROM
Atlantic Ex pre a .... 1 : 10 e.m.
and Tuesday, to take measures for
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
winter overcoats, suits, tiousers and No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 nm- waistcoats. This Is a good opportun
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
ity for any one wanting their clothes Mo. 2, Atlantic Express . .1.. 8.05 a.m
made to order. We guarantee fit, style No. 4, Chicago Limited .....11:45p.m.
6:45 p.m.
and workmanship.
Simon Stern, the So. 8, Chicago Express
LEAVE QOINO WEST.
Railroad avenue clothier.
No. 1, California Express. ... 8:15 p.m.
No, 8, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m.
Gents' suits cleaned and pressed $1 No.
7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
up. S. Knopf, 107 North First street.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
No. 2 from the west.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of and
No. U arrives Thursday and Mon
all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware days. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fri
v
company.
days.
Local freight No. 89, going south.
carrlrs passengers.
T.
. I MxEKS. Agent.
Dealer In

BRITANA
General
Merchandise

U;
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Daniels Earns His Salary.
The New York Financier says that
"during 1900 the New York Central
carried 40,114,356 passengers, from
whom It derived a revenue of $20,866,- 356.
During the fiscal year 1902 the
Central gained 7,269,802 passengers,
while passenger revenue increased
Eliminating
the natural
growth of traffic, it would be interesting to know just what percentage of
this gain is to be traced to the work
being carried on by that able official,
George H. Daniels, general passenger
agent. There Is no question that he Is
responsible for a great part of the $3,- 000,000 additional revenue which the
system collected last year from its passenger traffic, for he is indefatigable in
his efforts to keep the Central in the
Beautiful Clear Skies.
forefront, and competition In passen
Herblne exerts a direct Influence on
ger traffic, be it known, is quite as the bowels, liver and kidneys, purify
keen as In the ordinary commercial ing and strengthening these organs,
trade."
and maintaining them in a normal condition of health; thus removing a comA Thanksgiving Dinner.
mon cause of yellow, mothy, greasy
Heavy eating Is usually the first skin, and more or less of pimples 206 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
cause of indigestion. Repeated attacA blotches and blackheads. 60c at Cos
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Inflame the mucous membranes lining mopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
the stomach, exposes the nerves of the
A. E.
DEMING.
stomach, producing a swelling after
FIRE IN8URANCS
eating, heartburn, headache, sour rls- In
A
Good
Town
a
Few
About
Pointers
ngs and finally catarrh of the stomach.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Southern New Mexico.
Kodol relieves the Inflammation, pro
Office at J. C. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard
Keep your eye on Dentins.
tects the nerves and cures the caDeming has lust been incorporated.
tarrh. Kodol cures indigestion, dys
Deming, the coming city of New
pepsia, all stomach troubles by cleans- Mexico.
ing and sweetening the glands of the
Deming has a magnificent school
stomach. J. H. O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. system.
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
Deming, the railroad center of New
Briggs & Co.

.....

A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

Sleeping Cers
SI. PS"I

WALKER

RalaaaaCCpCllS

ctico

Mansard's Mills,

Vesica

Prospective Foot Ball Games.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
of the Santa Fe government Indian
school, is trying to arrange a game of
football with the team of the Las Vegas Normal school to be played at the
capital Thanksgiving day. The fine
showing made by the "Papago Tigers"
at Las Cruces last baturday has en
couraged them to renewed efforts to
land the territorial championship, says
the New Mexican. While the score was
a tie, the Indians had the best of the
game and In both halves had the ball
near the goal. The short halves only
prevented them from scoring. They
were handicapped by weight, but the'.r
team work was superior. An attempt
will be made to raise money to bring
the strong team from the College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts to
Saita Fe for a game on Christmas day.
Anxious Moments.
Some of the most anxious hours of a
mother's life are those when the little
ones of the household have the croup,
There is no other medicine so effective
In this terrible malady as Foley's
Honey and Tar. It Is a household fav
orite for throat and lung troubles, and
as it contains no opiates or other
poisons it can be safely given. Alvara
do Pharmacy.
Stabbing at Cerrillos.
At a dance on Saturday evening at
Cerrillos, Tomas Montoya was stabbed
in the back during a brawl. Romulo
Urban, Aniceto Urban and a man nam
ed Barela were arrested and are now
in the county jail at Santa Fe to await
the result of Montoya's Injuries which
may prove fatal.
Cured of Piles After 40 Years.
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, Ohio, had

Deming. the gateway to the beet

Mit ot Old

Mexico.

Deming! Don't overlook It it you
are looking for a tale end paying In-

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

vestment

FLOUR AND BKN IN CARLOAD
Deming, the seat ot the n.w county
LOT8 A SPECIALTY.
of Luna.
,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Demirg Is ine great mining oentei
of the southwest.
Deming water le chemically pore-eq- ual
to Polan Springe.
iemlng baa Increased (0 per cent. In
population In four yeexa.
Deming water and pure ozone make
F.IMPS,
strong and healthy people.
TANK8 AND WINDMILLS,
Investments In Demin lota will
METAL FENCING, HITCH
double and treble la one year.
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
Deming haa now a large ice plant
and electric light system under con

A. D.

Tourist Sleeping Cars

Nicely equipped and
Providing every
Comfort
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JOHNSON

WELL-MAKIN-

Toist

Thrown

'Gol Ten 8tat I Inilct d"
via
El

Paso

System

Northeastern
In connection with

'

ROCK I8LAND 8YSTEM

80UTHERN PACIFIC CO.
Is a
tract
New
All Pullman Daily
Through,
8olld
In Deming the oemand for rental LEAD AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
Train Between
houses la five times In excess of the
AND SECOND 8TREETS.
supply.
GO
Automatic Telephone 608.
LOS ANGELES-- EI
Deming hat an abundance ot water
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
For Strictly First Class Trsvel J
DEVOE'S READY - MIXED PAIN
gardena.
)
Only.
Buy lota and build in Deming. Tour
rental returns will be 20 per cent-- on One Gallon covers aou 8quare Feet
the investment.
28 hours El Paso to Kansas City
TWO COATS
i
'
In Deming good safe loans can tx
42V4 hours El Paso to Chicago
had at better ratea than In the old es
PfllMTERfe &UPPUE3.
38 H houra EI Paso to St. Louis
tabllshed towns.
6614 hours El Paso to New Yo r'
In Deming you can bny lota for $100
it
hich will pay you 100 per cenL in is
HAW.
than twelve months.
Passage limited to berth capacity of
In Deming another good hotel . la
the train about 75 berths.
seeded to accommodate the enormous
increase of population.
Dining Car Servioe all the way
Deming Is a great health resort--has
no superior In climate for the cure
ot pulmonary troubles.
N. B. On the
Deming will be the great smelter
system
this train stops only at EI Paso
center. Two large plants will be InAlamogordo, Carrlzozo and Santa Ross
stalled within the year.
Fl rrttsia cmwfyp cmfwyp....Gfratrf
Why buy high priced lots when you
First train leaves El Paso November
can get them cheap in Deming now,
4, 1902.
with certain advance assured T
Agricultural lands in Deming are un
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A.
surpassed for fertility, production of
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
Deming! Have you been there 7 It
cot. you should get there for the big
sale ot lots on the 17th ot this month.
Deming offers the same opportuni
ties now that the most prosperoui
See the Prices See the Goods.
clUes in the we- offered several yean
Psio-CHICA-

I

V

71

EI.'Paso-Northeaster-

n

ELECTROC

the piles for forty years. Doctors and
dollars could do him no lasting good.
DeWitfs Witch Hazel Salve cured him ar
8lngle buggy harnesa $5.00 to 120.00.
permanently.
Invaluable for cuts,
Deming neeas one hundred new
burns, bruises, sprains, lacerations, ec- houses to supply the demand, and
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to 925.
zema, tetter, salt rln'tim, and all other '' needs them now. This demand con
X C and Brace Mounted, harness,
tlnues to grow.
815.50 to $20.00.
skin diseases. Look for the name
I
snips over 100,000 head of
on the package all others are i Deming
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
annually;
Is the center ot the
cattle
cheap, worthless counterfeits. J. H. greatest breeding region In the south8addles, $7.00 to $40.00.
O'Reilly & Co.; Ii. II. Briggs & Co.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
west and cattle men all know this.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Any man who d('n't take advant- ; Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No. Blankets, etc., etc.
age of our great shirt sale by laying In 205 South First street, over the Hyde
a 6upply for the iuvt twelve months, ' Exploring Expltlon Btore, Is prepared
ought not to wear auy. The Lion tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
Albuquerque
Store.
hair dressiing, treat corns, bunions 406 Railroad Ave

"

LK06HTED)

-

TRADNS
Are operated by the

De-Wi- tt

Between

Thos F. Keleher

TEXAS
And tho

North

'Sally Lunn' and 'Flap Jack sit on the fence,
Watching the game with a joy that s intense.
Get off the fence. Have your pastry

and EclSi

BIRMINGHAM, filEMPlllS.

made from the magical

And the

ana. ITT
Trust
iOriri.Btwr.
if

rVT

.

OKLAHOMA
And ttf

North

P230
TheH--

O

(Better than flOUr)
Ho

Company

DULK is a bad tests quality a true

one.
Compare Presto
mixed, perfectly mixed, nothing: to add, with flour.
baking powder, etc., etc., and the losses of wrong mixing.
i

s

East

Olist.-vatiocafe can, uadr
manazement of Fred Harvey.
mem ot the latest ao2 best dejga.
n

XJ ready

and

I

!':-

- i
)
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dones, where they will remain for J The A. O. U. W. ball at their hall on
some time. The ladles have been In Thanksgiving eve, November 26. The
Albuquerque about five months and best and finest music. Everybody inJohn Peeler, of Las Vegas, Is in the have won many friends during their vited.
c!ty to remain a few days.
residence here. A. J. Frank Is superinIt Costs Nothing
Mrs. L. Reich and son, after visiting tendent of the new smelter at Algo-deneto have your eyes thoroughly examinthe Bibo family at Cubero, passed up
ed. Twelve years of experience as
the road for Las Vegas Monday.
The Historical society will meet
and frame fitter with A. S.
B.
A.
Hon.
night
of
In
In
office
Is
Padlllas,
Los
R.
of
the
Ribera,
J.
company,
Aloe
St. Louis, Mo. With B.
the city. He is arranging to leave the McMillen.
Ruppe.
on
Bros.,
The barber shop of Thelin
country town and take up his resiA. A. WINTERER,
Railroad averfue, Is being beautified
dence here.
307 West Railroad Ave.
Mrs. Garnet Burks and daughter, by a complete change of paper and a
Miss Maggie, who visited relatives and new coat of paint.
RELIABLE GOODS AT LOWEST
A new bar room wll be opened In
friends in Louisville, Ky., have returnPOSSIBLE PRICES.
the room recently occupied by the Men's fine wool socks
ed to Las Vegas.
25c
Hughey Qulgley and Miss Etta Staf- barbershop on South Second street un- Heavyweight hose for boys, "Black
ford, a niece of T. W. Beckham, are der the firm name of Andy Robinson
26c
Cat"
announced to wed on Thanksgiving & Co.
as n!ce a stock of Calishow
We
Dr. John Roger Haynes, formerly a
ere, at Ias Vegas.
fornia Blankets as can be found
carrier, practicing physician of this city, now
C. E. Morrison, the
in town, $0.50, 4.60, $5.00, $6.00,
arcounty,
of
View,
Park
Arriba
days
Rio
Chicago
a few
who returned from
$900
$8.00
will
In
remain Heavywelsht Canton Blankets
the city today, and
since, is out among his friends again, rived
75c
a few days.
enjoying good health.
opening a large invoice
just
are
We
Dr. McKlnnle and son, of Chicago,
The No. 2 pasenger train from the
of Men's Gloves, the reliable kind,
west was three hours late this morn- end Attorney Allen, of the same city,
$1.35
25 to
ing, caused by the engine failing to ere expected In Santa Fe this week to
we sell them on a
know
We
that
file th Incorporation papers for the
ao its usual good duty.
smaller margin of profit than Is
The Optic says: Miss Alma and Ka- proposed railroad from Thornton to usually made on this line.
Intervissame
Bland
Albuquerque,
and
time
Rosenwald,
will at the
of
are
tie
We carry a very nice line of underiting friends in town on their return view the owners of mining properties wear.
in the Cochltl district to make arrangehome from a visit to Trinidad.
See our stock of padlocks, 8c to. . . .25c
Dr. J. H. Kaplan, the rabbi of the ments for handling their ores at the
15c
per pound, 10c and
Temple Albert congregation, has re- large reduction plant which Is to be Bulk tacks,
50c
locks
Mortise
door
turned to the city after a pleasant visit erected on the Rio Grande, just below
hinges, bright steel.. 14c
butt
Bland.
to Dr. M. Lefkovits, of Las Vegas.
50c
steel hammers
James D. Eakln, junior member of Manager Peter Rice, of the "Wrong Cast
17V4c
Highest
grade
of
ham
city
In
Wright"
was
company,
Mr.
the
&
the firm of Melinl Eakin, wholesale
25c
pound tin
liquor merchants,
was a passenger last night trying to make arrange- Runkel's Cocoa,high patent
flour
north bound this morning on the Santa ments for the appearance of the com- "Diamond G"
$1.25
made at Lamar, Colorado
pany In Colombo ball next week. Mr.
Fe.
3 pounds soda crackers
....25c
company,
book
refused
Matson
the
to
The Woman's Circle of the Baptist
THE MAZE,
church will hold its work meeting at because the manager wanted to bring
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
the home of Mrs. Edie, 902 North Sec- the company on the 7:15 train and
ond street, tomorrow (Thursday) af- show here that night. Owing to the
10c Music 10c.
regularity of the trains recently Mr.
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Hall & Learnard now have on sale
company
book
the
William Mcintosh left this morning Matson would not
the complete line of standard sheet
for La my Junction, where he will sup- and then have a big expense and a dis- - music contained In the Gemf Catalogue
erintend the loading Into cars of 1,500 ppointed bouse If the train was late. of the National Music company. Call
wethers for shipment to Chicago and
W. V. Wolvln. D. V. S.. Dental Sur or write for a free catalogue. It will
Kansas City markets. Mr. Mcintosh geon
Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant pave you time and money.
will visit Kansas City before returning block.Santa
10c MUSIC 10c.
Both 'phones.
to this city.
o
o
Notice.
Miss Elizabeth Nay lor, a young lady
Charles Chadwlck, of the firm of
Chadwlck & Co., sheep commission who has recently come to make her To whom It may concern:
I have this day sold all of my Interbrokers, bought a fine team of trotting home In this city, Is a pianist of great
horses this morning. The horses are l)illty. She has a broad sympathetic est In the Whltson Music company to
said to be fine blooded stock and Mr. touch and faultless technique, making Emma C. Whltson, who will collect acChadwlck is taking great pride in her playing very delightful. She will counts and debts due and owing by
showing them to his friends.
play several solos at Miss Helmbeck's the said Whltson Music company, and
The Bond Bros., Bacharach Bros. concert and do the accompanying, as settle all liabilities thereof.
A. D. WHITSON.
and McCormick Bros, are shipping for- sisted by Miss Nellie Pratt, whose abil
Albuquerque, Nov. 11, 1902.
ty car loads of sheep, some 15,000 In ity In that direction Is too well known
o
ell, from Las Vegas. This is the larg In this cuy to need any praise.
Orders taken for every known make
o
est shipment made from Las Vegas In
many a day. They were bought by C.
As a special offer for the holiday of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
B. Reynolds, and their destination Is trade, I will make' cabinet photos for Hardware com'"ny.
$3 and $4 per dosen. Wolfe's Studio,
Kearney, Neb.
Excellent Dinners.
Miss Manwarin entertained a few Railroad avenue. '
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Seco
friends at her home last night. After
soups, full quart ond street, upstairs, has an established
n
pleasant evening spent in games and
conversation, refreshments were serv tins, 25 cents each. San Jose Mar- reputation for first class dinners, fam'
ily style.
Mrs. O. E. Hopkins, proed at a late hour. Those present were ket.
prietress.
Mrs. C. D. Goff, Misses Hotelling, Johno
For a short time only, I will give one
son, Mae Hotelling, Mescrs. Goff, Huey,
Is given that half of your
every
14
Notice
with
portrait,
Richardson, Hopping and Springer.
taxes will be due December 1. Pay up
Hon. Morgan O. Llewellyn, the sur cabinet order. Wolfe's Studio.
now and avoid the penalty.
veyor general of the territory, was a
o
FRISCO 8HOE SHOP.
visitor In the city for a short time this
concert at ColomHelmbeck's
Miss
Frisco
repaired
at
your
the
shoes
Get
morning. He was returning from a
worn- - bo hall, Thanksgiving night, November
and
material
shop.
Best
shoe
visit with his parents in Las Cruces.
at reasonable 27.
He left on the late morning train for m&nshlp guaranteed
401 West flallroad avenue, cor
prices;
will
resume
his
Fe,
he
where
Santa
Home Made Mince Meat
duties as survoyor general of New ner Fourth street.
The Farr meat market Is the place
o
Mexico.
to purchase first class home made
J. A. Bunter, with a party of eigh
mince meat. Will sell from one pound
teen oil magnates, passed through the
Now Is the time to order your to a ton. It Is first class try some.
city last night In the private car El Thanksgiving
turkey. Really good
Tlelda, one of the finest equipped ob
scarce
this year, But by GENTLEMEN!
turkeys
are
servation cars that has ever gone ordering from three different points
Call and examine our new fall samthrough here. The observation parlor
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
receiving an
cf
sure
are
we
Kansas
at the rear Is surmounted by a large adequate supply of fresh dressed,
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
glass dome which is brilliantly lighted country
style, price and quality, compels
now
ordering
fed turkeys. By
by electric lights.
you
to be our customer.
ou get the pick of our pick. That
Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
The "Silver Dagger" company, en
good deal in quality. Our tur- Nettleton
a
means
route from Santa Fe to El Paso were keys will all be dry picked and heads
Second Street.
guests of Manager Matson at the per
and feet off. We will also have fat
formance of the Oberle Stock compa- geese,
ducks and chickens. We guar- ny last night. They were a Jolly set
Order now. ban
satisfaction.
ntee
and enjoyed the acting In a jolly way
Market.
Jose
Jersey Bulls
Three
They
do.
people
that all theatrical
o
left on the late train for El Paso, where
for
sale.
10c.
10c Music
they will play tonight.
Holl & Leainard now have on sale
Isaac Bacharach and wife, of Las the complete line of standard sheet
If interested, address
Vegas, well known in tills city, will music contained In the Gem Catalogue
They
win
GLECKLEITS DAIRY.
leave today for Germany.
of the National Music company. Call
be absent about seven months and be or write for a free catalogue. It will
17
fore sailing they will visit St. Louis pave you time and money.
Chicago. Niagara Falls, New York and
10c MUSIC 10c.
0, W. STRONG & SONS,
ether places In the states, occupying
o
Mrs.
about three weeks therein.
fWRESH channel catfish, salmon, lake
Bacharach has never visited the fath 111 trout, halibut, redflsh, flounders,
eriand.
sea bass, smelts, patent case oysters
Thomas J. O'Connell, aged 38 years, (Maryland, blue points and targe Hou- died at bis residence In the Highlands ma selects). smoKeu wuuv uhu, urw
at 3 o'clock this morning of tubercu Finnan baddies, dressed chickens.
losls. The deceased was a brakeman Look over our line of fine fresh cheese.
20 Years' Experience in this City
ou the Chicago, Minneapolis & St. San Jose Market.
recently
Paul out of Chicago, and had
North Second St.
NOTICE TO HOUSEKEEPERS.
come here on account of his health
BOTH PHONES.
He leaves a wife and two children In
Those who have not used the faChicago.
The remains were taken
mous "Empress" and "Moses
charge of by O. W. Strong & Sons, and
Best" flours the best made can
a wire was sent a brother, John O Con
secure a sample each FREE at
nell. in Chicago, for information re
the French bakery, No. 213 West
garding interment.
Call and get
Railroad avenue.
Two deputy sheriffs with elglit pris
your sample eack.
oners from Alamogordo came up from
the south this morning. They left on
the noon train for the territorial pen!
tentiary at Santa Fe. The men are in
MONEYIOLOANX
for short terms, their offenses not be
ing large. Breakfast was taken here
On diamonds, watches or any good
the prisoners being relieved of thel security. Great bargains In watches
bracelets until they could feed on good of every description.
grub once more. The two deputle
A. H. YANOW
Mere of the kind that a little authority 209 South Second street, a lew floors
effects their vocal organs, and no In
north of postofftce.
formation regarding the prisoners
ob
be
or
could
offenses
their crimes
tained.
A. H. Slncair, of Georgetown, Ky
who had been stopping In Augusta
Kansas, the past year, is in the city
The Pioneer Osteopath of New Mexico
and will remain here Indefinitely. H
cures by the
called at The Citizen office this morn
ing. Introducing himself to the Junior
member of the firm, to whom he stated
that the latter's old friend and school
All Diseases Which are Known as
mate back In Shelbyvllle, Ky.. W,
Curable.
Anderson, was cashier of the Augusta
Send for Osteopathic literature.
National bank and doing well. M
.
Consultation Free.
.
Sinclair Is suffering with asthma.
21-2- 3
Mrs. A. J. Frank, accompanied
Office:
her two daughters. Misses Edna and
Dorothy Frank, left today for

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Frl-r".a- y

t

Warm Slippers
for Men, Women and Children. They are
neat looking, comfortable and just what
you want to enjoy your evenings at home

$1.25

a

O THANKSGIVING GOOD THINGS

0

0

anoO0ooaaaaaofi

Turkey
may be King, but we have other luxuries that press His Majesty very
closely. We have the best plum pudding, the best mince meat, raisins, currants, fruits, and everything needed
for a delightful Thanksgiving feaBt.

that youj can't do without.

J

L. BELL & CO.

Noa. 118 and 12") Couth Second St.

CPYRIOHT

..REMOVAL

SALE OF SHOES..

ON AND AFTER DECEMBER 1, WE WILL OCCUPY THE STORE NO.
IN ORDER TO RE222, 8ECOND STREET, OPPOSITE P08TOFFICE.
FROM NOW UNTIL
MOVING,
OFFER
WE
DUCE OUR STOCK BEFORE

ENTIRE STOCK OF SHOES, SLIPPERS,
DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. AT THESE PRICES
LAY IN YOUR WINTER'S SUPPLY OF SHOES.
TO
YOU
PAY
WILL
IT

DECEMBER

ETC,

AT A UNIFORM

T.

'

LEGGINGS,

1, OUR

MUENSTERMAN
MONEY TO LOAN.

CITY NEW8.

On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
food security; also househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
? A. WHITTEN, 114 Oold avenue

Subscribe ot the Dally Citizen.
Look Into Kleinwort'a market on
North Third street, , He bat the nicest
treab meat In the city.'
la ateclcan draws "ork we are
bowing a big assortment. Albert
Faber, 806 flsilroa4 aenue.
We carry toe largest, variety of linoleums and ol- - cloths In this city.
Albert Faber, 80S Railroad svnne.
Our Black Cat steektngs for men,
women and children are'the best money will buy.' Tbey re made of selected material, dyed With fast colors and
have the correct shape,- - If you want
something extra strong for your boy
try a pair of our style 25, heavy ribbed
cotton hose at 25 cents. C. May's popular priced shoe store, 208 West Rail.
road avenue.
,

Gentlemen! let us uute your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases.

Nettleton Tailoring Agency.

Mrs. H. E. Sherman, dressmaker and
ladies' tailor. No. 217 South Second

street

Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.

Don't Fail to Attend the
.. ., ,

.Grand

Thanksgiving EveBall

Home Made Mince Meat
The Farr meat market Is the place
to purchase .first xlass home made
mince meat. Will sell from one pound
to a ton. It is first class try some.

To be Given by the
Christopher Colombo Society

at.

COLOMBO HALL
Notice.
The Rico Cats serves the best meals
In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short Wednesday Eveniner,
orders. 6 cents vp, 111 North First
.

t-

.

'

o
MONUMENTS.

-

All kinds of stone and

llUli LJ

Admitting Gentleman and Ladies.
TONEY MORELLI,
ANGELO PARENTI.
'
AMEDEO MATTEUCCI,
Committee In Charge. '

liable work

Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue
H. Q. MAURINO.
.
"

liny 00

TICKETS $1.00

street

'.

n

''

Monarch
All the new nobby

up-to-da- te

patterns in

Stiff

Bosom

Shirts

$1.25
Cluetts extra fine shirts in
new percales and
madras

$1.75
6EE WINDOW DISPLAY.

E.

b

You need a Warm Winter Suit.

BUY

WASHBURN

Franco-America-

DT

Do You Know

INiQWT
that we are be"er

We have the largest
and most
complete line of Winter Suits that has ever
been placed on sale in New Mexico.
We can give you any style and every cut.
We can fit you properly, perfectly, and
according to the latest designs.
We are always the first to show the best
and the newest in the market and have exclusive patterns.
And, that when you buy your suit here
you get SUPERIOR QUALITY along
with the LOWEST PRICES.
Suits range in price from

-

$8 up to 525

..SIMON
STERN..
The R. R. Ave. Clothier.
E. J. POST

& CO.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

.

HARDWARE.
American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Oole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges,
.....and Cook Stoves.- -'.

-

hand-painte-

REPAIRS

WE

d

JERSEY BULLS

5c5

FURNISHED

EMPLOY

IK

FOR ALL
MAKES OF

ONLY

THE MOST

r

STOVES....!.

COMPETENT

i

8T0VES

MECHANICS

AvL

CLEANED,

AND
DO ONLY

BLACKENED

0

AND SET UP.

GOOD WORK.

One of Our Instruments

full-blood- ed

FOR

Testing Defective
Eye Sight

Undertakers
and
Embalmers

201-21-

1

DR. C. H. CONNER
Science of Osteopathy

Whiting Block

V

prepared to give
you more genuine satisfaction in your Winter
Suit purchasing than we have ever been able
to give before. Because

3H-inc- h

WOMEN'S FELT SLIPPERS, LEATHER SOLES
'....90c
WOMEN'S CLOTH SLIPPERS, LEATHER SOLES
...65c
CHILDREN'S RED FELT SLIPPERS, LEATHER SOLES. .75c to $1.00
BABY RED FELT SLIPPERS, WHITE FUR TOP
...60c

B

WHY HESITATE

ex-ma-

$1.25
MEN'S FELT SLIPPERS, LEATHER SOLE
$1.50
MEN'S FELT ROMEOS, LEATHER SOLE
BELTING-LEATHEWOMEN'S FELT JULIETTES, FUR TOP,
SOLES, GREEN, RED OR BLACK
$130
WOMEN'S FELT JULIETTES, FUR TOP, LEATHER SOLES,
BLACK OR RED

JSBBBSBHSBSSBBBHSBHBBSMHHBHSHBMSBSSMSBSSHSHSSBBSBBHSHBBaSBBBBBBr

S. T. VANN, Doctor of Optica
...In Charge of...

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

S. T. VANN & SON, Prop's
2 Doors North Postoffice
BOTH 'PHONES.....

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Builders' and General Hardvare
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS
HINERS

TENTS

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
,
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE 8 AND CARBINES.
120 WE ST GOLD AVENUE.

J

1

